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'The Center for Vocational. Education's mission is to inerease
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations
to solve educational problems relating to individual career
pinning, preparation, and progression. The Center fulfills
its mission by:

. . .

. Generating knpwledge through research
...

4

Developing educational programs and products

- -Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

,
Installing educational programs and products

)

. i, , 'Operating inforMation systems and services. .

,

Conducting leadershigEdevelopment and training- -

Programs , ",
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FOREWORD TO YQI:UME 2

The Center fir Vocatiorial Education is continuing its programmatic research efforts to develop
*ire effective procedurei for ideRtifying valid and necessary curriculum content. One interim pro-
duct of this effort is the five-volume description of procedures4er constructing task inventories, sur-
veying the task performance of occupations, and analyzing survey data to aid curriculum tlanners
anddevelOpers in determining tbe-eppropriate performance content fir job training. The procedures
are intended to be of vagie to bOth occupational curriculuM personnel and those persons concerned .

with noncurriculum issues of occupational description_and updating*of job content information. .i .,
-

..
. . 4s ,

This set of procedure,s.revises and considerably. expands upon thesearlier initial version of task
invent(Ity and survey procedures in The Center's R&D Ser.ies,No. 91, 01"ocedures for constructing
and using task inventories, March 1973: The initial prociduret profited greatly and drew heavily from
the report by Joseph Morsh and Wayne Archer at the USAF Personnel Researth Labdratory, Proce- .

dural guide for cgoducting occupational surveys in the United States Air Forte. Center development
of the inurtoifand survey process has concentrated on their adaptation to purposes of helping in
the derivation of curriculum Content. This adaptation- has included greater Concern of bow a task is
stated what task information should be obtained; and to to use this task information in selecting 4'
the more relevant and critical content that warrants consideration as a learning objective.

The total set of volumesin this series consists of the following titles:

Volume 1: Introduction

Volume 2: Stating the tasks of the job

Volume 3: Identifying relevant job performance.
_. ,

Volume 4: , Derivinperformance requirements for training

Volume 5: Processing survey data: Techni6I appendices

This focus upon the performance content-of specific occupations is parallel to The Center's
concern for t4e'conceptual and affective content of trailing, as published in thefearlier R&D Series
No. 98 and 105. ReSults of several research applications of portions of the process at it was beint ii .

.
developed are published as R&D Series No. 86, 87, 88, 108, 109, and 110. Currently underway is

...

an expl&atory study of more generally applicable skill's that may beiused in different occupational
areas as wellas within a particular occupation. Such occupationally transferable skirts or compe-
tencies would seem to be useful complements to the present concern for job-specific content..

Volume 2, stating the Tasks, of the Job, guides the reader through an explichset of procedural ,

steps, beginning with guidelines on how to define the scope and limits of the occupatikinal interest
for a particular inventory and iurvei.ghe volume introduces the reader to the nature and charac-
teristics of a task atement. It then discusses various problems likely tO be eneouhtereci when con.
structing such statements of work activity. Additional procedural steps are described for the review- ',.......:

Ing, editing, and pildt testing of task statements prior to their subsequent use in occupational survey
questionnaires. ,

. .

5
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' The prpcedures benefit from a varie of reported research studies and exprienceS'ortnany-
, ,persons over the last several- years, anal-Ay-Plat work sponsored and condi:Toted by t USAF Per '

sOnnel Reseaich Caboretory. There also-has been exten ve input filial-n:0z! m4nyvo4itionaVe4uca-ecip
tors, cOrrjcdtum developkrs, occupational instructors, em yers,,job siipekctsors, led workers' .

themselves who have been involved in various aspects of trying out different Portitini of the process
reported here. . . , . .,

,

4

.. i ,- ,
.fr -6'.

,.

ktOkspecial importance to the development of this volume were Frank Pratznec and Wiiiiton I

Horne, 6 provided valued support of the imports e of theissuespf scope definition and the
form qf sk statements. Dr. Pratinet was direct of the R&D pr am Orighich the fivtvolumes
ofihis set were developed. Aiding in the devel ment/of the variables of Ctr cernto defining the
intended scopes of occupational interest; even' eitended beyond what is repdrted here, were,Allen
Wiant and Donald Cruickshank. The work of which this/volume is a part was sponsored bAtire ' '
Education,and Work Group of the National InOitthe of Education, with. Robert Stump servinwas
Project Officer. . i . I, . _I

Continued improvement of the methodology can be anticipated as wider experience is gained/
in the implementation of task inventories and occupational surven. It is hoped theiresent probe,
dural descriptionspay be of immediate use and value in aiding and promoting such implementation.
By such meanl thereshoUld be increasing assurance that curriculums and instructional materials pro-
vide fop those things most appropriately learned in a training program, and that students Will be
learning skills which are important to and required for effettive job performance.

. V,
. ; ,{z...

,,
.

S.

.

t
Y'

.

Robert E."Taylorl
Executive Qiredt r
Center for Vocational Education
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Volume 2 concentrates upon the initial steps of how to inventory the tasks peiformed byp4workers in ari occupation. This volume is intended to convey procedures and'guidelines f r velop-
ing comprehensive lists of task statements pertaining to the work done in a particular occ pation,
function, or cluster of related occupations." The completed list is to be ready for use in occupational
surveys of task performance. Though directed primarily toward occupational work activity, the
general process would seem equally useful for desFribing the performance content of any define*
performance situation, whether ii be an occupation or other life activity area for which individid&
might be prepared to act effectively.

.- .

There are three majdr activities to fqllow in developing task lists. First, there is a
.

need to de-
fine your occupational scopd of interest, to establish boundaries on what should be of concern to
you and to assure consideiation of all features of the work situation that are important for your
study. 'Second, persons aitenlpting to state the tasks of alob need to acquire a thorough under-
standing of the nature of appropriate statements. Third,.is the identification and stating of all work
activities that potentially would be arforrned by workers within the inteRded and'dtfined scope.
This initial listing needs tppe reviewed and edited to make the task statements cbmplete, clearly
ufwderstandable, and structured fortater Use in occupational survey questigpaires.

ti The procedural steps begin after a policy decision of what occuri;tion or cluster of'jobs is to .

.

be surveyed, or after the designation of a particular curriculum for which-training content is to be
established. 9x procedural steps are described in this volume. These.form a functional unit-of the

7
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total process that is likely tobe accomplished by a singlesgroup of individuals in a, prescribed-, period
of timewithin an agency. Figure 1 depicts the sequences of these steps.

p - . $
.

II.. .
.

POLICY GUIDANCE
AND PLANNING

Community Concerns
Manpower Forecasts
Student Needs

DEFINE TA
SCOPE OF
INTEREST .
AND INTENT

Step 1

1.

GENERATE TASK STATEMENTS

.

1

.

Construct
Initial List
of Tasks ..

1

.

Steps 2 & 3

. Obtain
Reviews\
Step4 ,

Edit
State- ,

ments

:Step,5
. .

.

Pilot Test
Task
Statements

Step 6
, -

Figure 1. Procedural steps described in Volurne)2.

Subsequent portions of the process could reasonably be accomplished by,.a different sel of
. individuals or at a different time. They are; therefore, described in separate volumes of this series.

In the next stages, reported in Volume 3, are procedures for validating these tasks h they pertain
to each occupaticip defined are interest. Volume 1 provides an overview of the complete process.

. The issue of how to state the tasks of an occupation is-a crucial one when the.purpose of the
study is to support decisions about What should be the specific job Performance content of an in-
strultional program for occupational preparation. Reiultant occupatibrial survey informatidn' must
be sufficiently descriptive of occupational performapiceto enable decisions to be made about what
particular work activity should be the focus of studerit learning experiencet and achievement tests.

,

Research is still needed to firmly establish the influence of the form and specificity of task
. statements on the quality of task survey data.. However, experienc,e and exploratowesearch to.

date strongly suggest that careful attention is warranted an the matter of'How worker activities are
to be stated, particularly when these statements are to be useful in the pr fmaking decisions
about cuiTiculumcontent. .

It is logical that She-decisions about training content would be more accurate and precise when .

the worker actives6tements are clear and unambiguous. To do this, task statement often will re-
quire a levf of detail and specificity beyond that needed for the more traditional uses bf. job descrip-

tions. ..

4,

8
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;'' Broader statements ofievork activity lend themselves to more rapid answering of ocokipational

/- the l' 6Tsurvey-questionnaires, and in many instances somewhat increase re ta ity of ratings given to
survey qitestiqpiabout each,activity. But it seems self-defeating for training agencies to obtainyuch
advantages at the sacrifice of the usefulness anct value of the information for deriving appropriate-
Curriculum content.

. The procedures described in this volume are based upon-the experiences and study of the task
inventory survey process by many, persons. The results have been synthesized to focus on the needs
of Currictilu,m deyelopers who are concerned with the merit of the content of training programs. As
additional experience is gained iii applying these-procedures for tugisuliims in a variety of ESCCUN-

AiOttS, it should be possible to continue to refine and improve the process.

4. t

This volume, and portions of Volume 3, represent an expansion of the guidelines reported in
an earlier set of procedures on the construction and use of task inventories (Melching & Borcher,
1973). Whine a-number of procedural Tevisions.were made as a result of field tryouts Of that report
and of similar experiences reported by others working with tail( surveys, the Melchitig arid Borcher
.report'continues to provide an excellent and very,useful introduction to the general metFiodology
of task inventory surveys. It briefly translates the pioneering work of the U-S. Air Force into a
ktrm compatible for application in civilian contexts.

-
A task listing is not an end in itself. The list serves as a vehicle for obtaining data in a stag/9rd

form on thle relevancy and significance of each stated activity. Ttherse data in turn may be used lb
descrItie the work performed in an occupation or for' subgrou0S' df Workers. They also,rne'y be used
to aid in the identificatiorrof spicific Skills and knowledges required Of-workers in a part(cular -

OCC.Lipatiori.
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ACTIVITY A:
STARTING

r .
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POLICY,GuroANce -`
ANDTIANNING

Id
Clinunpnintoncems
Manpower forecasts I

O. Student Needs

, _

1-
DEFINE THE I

SCOPE OF I.
INTEREST I
AND INTENT" L
Step 1

w

. t
,;

.41

e
STEPi:
SCOPE

OCESS

:_t

GENERATE TASK STATENIENV
.....

.e. . .., , diT i 7 ' r ... .' - - r -.r, - -- - - - - 11' i
Construct I I Edit ,, 1, Pilot Test I
Initial Lin rObtain` I State- I Task 1,'.I
of Tasks t R ev i hen . I menu I. Statements

. . I I I' . . I.
Steps 2 & 3 . (Step 4 ' Vtap 5. I Strip . :. I I . I

I

___-__-_-....L"*-1...1LL,..--..,. .L J
L.

t. ,
41.

k

,STEP 1: DEFIN THE OCCUPATIONAL SCOPE
At the outset it. is necessar to decide on the breadth and scope of, the walk performance situ-

ation for which-training is intend he decision his obvious implications for the construction of
. a task. inventory, the subsequent administratio of occupational surveys,rfd the content of regui-

o , tam. trainingsprograms. - . . 4 .

1
Defining the scope of interest is.basically a Policy decision, to

who direct that a titining program or an occupational survey is to be acco
however, policv makers will not define precisely what is intended..Policy
on broad issues with considerable uncertainty regarding the particulais inv

y those iniauthority
plished.. Typically, °

ecisionS are oft n based
ed:

It generally falls upon those who have the assignment of carrying out policy decisitris to speCify
and stale the limits of the intended scope of interest, though such definition may Subsequently be, re:
viewed and approved by those in authority.

;
Some inforriietionvalrhdy exists: authorities had some basis for mak' policy decision in

the first place. his may have included occupational i'maripovier forecasts, iloyer Suggestions.
community interests, trends in curricular prograrfi offerings for the particular type of training insti-
tution, awareness of emerging needs, or any of a variety of .othernfoimational resources used by
general program --anners and policy boards.

'1

From ;hese beginnings the full definition of the occ,,upational,scooe of interteSt is expanded and
r efined. "Defining the scope of interest" is not a cal Alex or lengthy procedure; it is just a,point of

X11

°

..

I

3
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t. i. ;
applyinplain comMon sense at the start of the ptocess of identifying training content or of de-

. .

scribing occupations. Thought and deliberate attention mint be given to what are to be the boun-, '.
defies and 'limits of the occupational' domain that ii to be studied... For example, ir7Ifillle scope be

'only one-specific-occtipation,.pert of l't, or a broaaer .cltister of related occupations? Will it be for
entry preparation, for advanced development of experienced workers, for worker retraining to re-

. .Sated occupations, or for,career advdncement preparat.iop? For a.particular occupation, wifi it ,in- --.

clyde"thb complete range of possible employment setthV ilk orsome restriction to a'partictiler lbca- ,-*

.
tiort,industy, or etploying agency ?. ,

.. ,-

.
.I The sections below provide foiaccomptishing the expansion endarefiriernent4 ..

. of the scope definition;; o clarify the intentions bf the study that is to be conducted. ' ,

W

r = 0

Defiping thrs Intended Performance Situations

Three general ways exist for specifying the performance situations for which task lists can be,

-

,compiled..-The basit forth is to list the tasks performed within a single job dlaisification (for exam- '
pie, automechanics, medical secretaries, barbers, ranch hands, of catfish fel-Mess).- An expansion
of this form -is to-list all tasks- that occur within 'a particular occupational area; incorporating tasks,*

\ of several job classifications within one fist (for example, the occupational area of Secretarial science -

- might include the occupations of-general secretaries, executive secretarieS, medica1secretariei, legal'
s siCretanes, administrative assistants, secretarial.stenographers, clerk-typists, and others). AlommOft . .

variation'of this murti-jbb.form'is to list tasks of eaclitobtoccprring over a sequential progression * .
1

k... . . s
jobs up a career ladder, beginning with a tyb-

'. OCCUPATIONS . ical entry occupation for,which formal train-
2. 3 4 5 ,,

ing is appropriate: A third form is tolist tasks-,'
within a single work function cutting across
several jobsin an occupational area tfor exam

-.14,* Pie, purchasing tasks, vies tasks, supertisory
tasks, or merchandise-displaying tasksof the
retail trade store 114cupational area)..

W _

- ,
R

K

r
N

T

0
44

TRW

.),,IST OF TASKS
VOA OCCUPATION .2

ASKS FOR
PATIONAL AREA

Wirtassui 'mead .1stal oceupmoml

IQNE SUBSET
OPWORKER
TASKS

LIST O
The three general ways of specifying workv

FOR k UNCTION m perforinance-situations can be viewed aesdiffer-
ent ways of aggregating relevant tasks...Thus,
as can be noted in Figure 2, the list of tasks ,
for one occisignion includes all- functional sub-
sets of worker tasks (shown as a single vertical
column of the.figbre). The list of tasks for an
entire Otcupational area (or career ladder) in-* dude's all subsets of task's from a composite of
several vertical columns (that it, from "all occu-
prions that fluke up the occupational real.

, . . All subsetsof tasks within a single h6f4Pritil .

._row of /he figure provide a listthat represents
...... i the activities of one work function that is a

. cr !
1, se , .

part.of several, different occupation's, An oc-
-...., - -4. .1- cupational survey cant conducted with any. ,

, ., Figura 2. Ways of specifyingilvalc performance one of these three typetof task listings', de-
.

. situation foi task liats. . pending on the intent of the policy decision.
, .

L ,

12 13 0.0
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STEP 1:
SCOPE

)f the reugecif occupations initially defined is pnnecessarily large, the effort of compiling ap-
propriate task lists and # cohducting occupational surveysnecesiary tgvalidate them (per Volume

. 3) becomes unduly lengthy and costly, and will resuit'in a confusion of tasks not relevant to the in-
tended area of interes=t. ConverseI9, however, if the range ofwoi.k perfarmance is defined tot) nar-
rowly, the scope of the resulting lists of tasks may be undesirably or prematurelyliestricted.

-

Narrative Description 41 Each OccupatiOn

..A .lari- atilikaragraph desdriptioi-Would be Prepared for each occupation to be represented.
. . .

.. _ ... ,
, In ,thelimplest instance, that of a single obdupatiOn that has been around for some time, it is

-often-possible to obtain a description directly from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. De- .

partmeot of. Labor,-1965.4). The narrative paragraph should include (a) the occupational title used
by the Dietiori (bt'the nine-digit code identifyinguthat occupation, (c) other titles InmonIty
given to xvorWlyi. that occupation, (d) state.n1ents of the general nature of the work mined,

."and (e) any closely related Work.or occupations that specifically are not intended to b part of the :
. study.c-An illustration for thedccupation of 1-kutamoftve Mechanic is provided on the rierliage.

. ..

'14ropublicationt are needed to identify the nine-digit DOT code of a single occupation. The
,first six numbers of the occupational code are cited in Volume! of the Dictionary (U.S. Department'
of Labor, 1965a).' These six numbers represent a classification of job and worker characteristics. .

Selieral occupations dan have identical six-digit codes. The last three digits, to uniquely identify a-
particular ieccupalion, are cited in a subsequent publication of suffix codes (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1967). This later publication, however, does not add any additional job descriptian informa-
r .e it = .

.
V

. -__
.

.

, . i
, . .

urpose of identifying this occupational code is to enable other persatis who may be famil-
ial with the use of the Department of. Labor system to accurately know what occupation is involved.
It is to be recognized, however, that most of the technical literature will not cite such a specific oc-

- cupational identificatibn, nor kiwarkers and their immediate supervisors likely to be aware of this
. .

ak codingsysterq. '. , r
.4* . .

0 'A third publiwtion,Nolume II
,

i

of the Dictionary (U.S. Department of Labbr,.1965b), is useful

..) n determining what occupations tend to be retated,eitherby the U.S. Department of Labor's dccu-
pational grouping'; or by comparable worker trait requirements or by industry in which the occupa-
tion qccurs. These listings can/be scanned and compared with descriptions in Volume I of the DiC-
tiOniry to help deermine which are to be deliberately included or Occluded in the occupational '
survey. '

-, '
The narrative statement f the general nature of work performed can generally be prepared by

synthesizing and summarizi information from a variety of available reference sources. These
sources may include Volu e I of the Dictionary, as well as job manuals, trade and professional liter-
cure, training materials textbooks, and other pu6lications noted later in this volume. The nar-
rative statement should then be reviewed for accuracy by few'persons who are reasonably know!-
edgeable of ye job,

4

st

1The 1965 alition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) and its associated publications
are cited here. The reader should be alert, however, for the 1976 edition whiCh will supersede these.
The 1976 edition loas not released at the time this volume was prepared.

.
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EXAMPLE

Scope of the Occupation of Interest

Automotive Mechanic MOT No. 620.281-014) ,
a

In.general, the Automotive 'Mechanic one who repairs and overhauls automobiles, light
busses, light truth; and other automotive iehicles. They may diagnose damage or male -
functions,°removeand.rePlace units, disassemble and inspect parts for wear or servicing,
overhaul units, rebuild parts, rewire electrical systems, reline or adjust units. They do-ng.,
typically mend damaged body and fenders, nor install orlrepair accessories such as radios.
They may become a specialist' in one area of automcpile repair, such as transMitsions ter
engines, but must possess general skiNs listed above. Though not prirresrily assigned as
supervisors, they may on occasion inspect and drive vehicles to Verify repairs, schedule
transporting of materials to service or storage areas, study whir schedules and estimate
time/cop requirements, and similar supervisory activities.

As

Automotive Mechanics may be identified by.suth, other job titles as:

a. Auto Mechanic c. , Garage Mechanic,
b. Automobile Repairman ' <I. Engine-Repair Mechanic

F v -t ,.._"

Job assignmen may be limited to particular repair functions, including such Specialistmay
it job titles as

a.
b.

-Differential Repairman
DriveShaft4nd-Steering
Post Repel an

c. Front-End Man

d. Brake Mechanic.
e. CarbOretor Mechanic
f. Tune-up Man

1

The scopxf work performance interest does not include tasks of workers whOare:
, . .

a. Lesephan full-fledged mechanics, such as:'it.
aigf

, 1. Automesive-Mechanic Apprentice 3. Automotive Repair Assistant
2. Automotive-Repair Helper 4. Mechanic Helper

b. Specializing in non - automotive or peripheral systems, such as:

leidultrial Truck Mechanic 3. ';Firtn Equipment Mechanic
2. Diesel-Engine Mechanic 4. , Motorcycle Repairman

c. 'Limited in Oialkation to one specialty area of automotive repair, such as: ..
Automobile Body Repairman1. 4. ekir-Conditiorling Mechorc
Electrical Systems Mechanic2. 5. Automobile Painter

3. 6. Auto Mechanics InstructorsService Statism Mechanic

Supervisors of Automotive Mechanics; such as: ;

Service Manager
Garage Foreman

1. 3. ;Chief Mechanic
2. '4. Automotive Section Chief

I. 14;.
15
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# STEP 1:

.:0P . SCOPE

. i c °
%

. .--N .
It may-help to define the scope of interest in some cases by statirksj also what work is not_ip-

eluded, particularly if.there May be cause for uncertainty because of closely' elatedi kinds of work.
Since a number of experienced, workers in most any occupation also tend to perform some task$ Qf
the next higher job in their area, there may also be mention of some of the-likely functions of such

i
t

A
. . .

J , 4 . a a er
MoreI.

mpically a Lest for a curriculum content study or for an occupational survey will not
precisely state an occupation that is defined in the Dictionary otOccupational Titles. The formof _

a policy directive often will be phrased in less'specific occupational terms. This might be represented
by Occupational training or survey requests for such matters as: - .

1. Sub-professional jobs 41 the electric pow'er industry. "-

, b

2. Highway traffic safety functions.

3. Electro-mechanical pccupatipns.

4, Social caseworker career ladder.
t

"6. Specialists in environmental health.
s 1.1

6. Child care assistants, as authorized by, ecent' federal legislation creating child care centers.

7. Use of basic hand toolstLy severely handicapped ptisons.

8. Entry jobs inite local food service indyttry.

9. Fire fi ghting technicians.

10. Police relations with local school staff.

-.-
Some of these requests pertain to new and emerging, occupations, not well described in any

or.

existing reference source. Others pertain to worker functions cutting across several jobs in an occu-

pational or an industry clioter of. work, to relativelybroad.occupational.aceas, or to presumed se- ,
quences,of career progression in a partidular career area. Swill types of request's require considerably
more examination and resolution of the scope of interest than will precisely stated single occupations.

However, a basic assumption of the procedures described herein is'that workers-exist and can be iden:

tified in the area of occupational interest. The procedures do not provide for the identification of
tasks for hypothetical work not yet underway. For !most" public-suPported education and training

jpurposes this assumption seems appropriate since training tylically would not be offered for work
that is so new that meaningft3/41 employment opportunities do not yet e)siSt.

In general, the usual request.will indicate fa) t tytaWork Intended, (b) the distribittiorl of
employment opportunities expected, and (c) the e ployment setting planned. Each of these may
be roughly characterized to consist of three diff nt options:

Type.of Work

1. Single Occupation, All Functions.
,2. Related Occupations ( occupational are or career ladder). .

3. Single Function, Across Several Related Occupations:

15 1
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.

:Distribution of Employment Opportunities.

-1. Natiqnwide.
2. Geographic Region.
3. Immediate Employment Area or Commuriity.

EinploymentSetting

1. All Applicable Industries.
2. Single Industry.
3. Single Organization.

except in special circumstances that'direct a narrowed foals on some limited area or site of .
potential employment, it generally is recommended that a broad-range-of employment opportunities'

-and settings be adopted. Such expanded scope of occupational relevance is more likely to be respon-
sive to the career needs of the student pdpulation over time, by encouraging the development of
training programs that accommodate a wide array of,options for employment. With an increasingly
mobile population, it rides not seem in theptudents' best interests to limit skill development to the
immediate needs of a state or comfriunity.' However, any special 'interests or requirements of a local
area should certainly be added to the defined scow of interest if they are not fully represented
within broader scopes. Thus, if a particular indusFY is the obviqus major employer of trained gradu-
ates, then any work requirements unique to that industry can be included, even though such re-
quirements are'not present elsewhere in other vitork settings for that occupation.

For functional groupings of jobs (such as retail sales), and for many of the subprofessional and
technician jobs, a useful aid is Volume II of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department
of Labor, 1965b). Volume II of/the Dictionary groups jobs in a variety of ways, "according to a
combination of work Ard, purpose, material, product, subject matter, service, generic term, and/or
industry." These groupings are reflected in the first-three digkts of the DOT code. By locating sev-
eral occupations that are clbsely related to the functions or occupations of interest, it is usually pos-

.sible to piece together a reasonably' effective general definition of the likely domain of work activity.

For recently changing occupations, for career progression ladders, as well as for new subprofes-
sional and technician jobs, a frequently useful reference source is the currenedition of the Occupa-
tionol Outlook Handbook (U.S. Department of Labor, 1976) and its compayn periodical, the Oc-
cupational Outlook Quartet*

kirther elaboration and refinement of the occupational definition can be accomplished by
contacting related professional associations, labor unions,state employment services, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor occupational analysi% field centers, various special interest groups, and firms employ-

-.
ing that type of worker.

Special Concerns

The three characteristic featioes of typical requests for a study [(a) type of work, (b) distribu-
tion of employment opportunities, and (c) employment setting] are probably the primary points %.

that need attention in defining the,scope of occupational interest. However, there are also a number
of special issues that may warrant attention in some instances. Not all of these special issues are im
portant in evenjr definition of the scope of interest, but should serve as a checklist of potential key
matters to be scanned-for reminders of possible special situations or significant.features that warrant
definitional attention. ,

16
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STEP I: \

SCOPE

4
ea

To emphasize the checklist character qf theie special concerns; each is cited belw in an an-
notated checklist form. In one case.there are subcategories also cited as part of the cheFklist,

1, 1. i ri Job levels to boircluded or excluded.

For instance, should the definition include only the basic occupation, or should
tasks of assistants/helpers/deputies as well as 'Supervisors/foremen be included?

2. El Job toles to be included or excluded
\

ShoUld only-the traditTolhal core-techia types of job positions lie inclUded, or
ld a wide array of likely 'unique iSd special positionsalso be included ?, There

may be merit in specifyirvg.the types f l'kely roles, iiinCtions; orspedielpOsitions:
to be filled by workers in that occupation, or by graduates of ife particular gain
ing program. For example, in the occupation of Automotive Mechanic, is it desired
to include tasks of Service Statipri Mechanics, motor pool m 'rautenance,servicingof
newly unloaded finported,vehicles at ports of debarkation,,spetjalists on foreign.
automobiles,' light truckt maintenance, farm equipment repair,-or specialists on cer-.

.tain auto subsystems? In the occupation of General Secretaiy; will it be desirable
to include the complete range of tasks performed in one-secretary types of work
situations, such as those in the office -of an insurance agent at a srriall office location?
Where the workers may at Ones be self-employed, such as a Barber or Plumber oper-
ating his own shop, should the study include the functions of record keeping, intome-
reporxing, investments, and shop upkeep? If 4rTswers to such questidns are urtcertain,
then it isuseful to include all such variations so, that occupational survey datalnay be
obtainal to help resolve their. training implifiations:

'
.4 ,

3. Fl Job labels-to be accepted or not accepted.
. .

Job titles are not used' unloprnly across all employing agencies. So e titles represent
wage structures within a partidtilar firm, others are more colloqui than formal labels,
and, s'Ome tittes-rrierely reprgsent specialized immediate work ignments *lain the
overall framework of 'the oecdpafion. Seirne clarification oracceptable titles usually_
willbe helpful-in communieiting uhits of work performance which should or should
not be considered.

0 1

. °

-.

S

. PerfOrma7e situations to be considered. =

./

The nature of the other- than normal, but significant, employment Fettings neecIrtere
identified to assure Fepresentative'cOverage qf tasks that may be unique to such set-
tings. Performance settings and situations May be of Several types:

a: [7 Geographical factors, such as influenced by coastal, inland
desert, cohd4oveather, extreme heat and humidity, region

main
I charac-

teristics, or urban/ variations.
4

b. 1 Social, political,.cwic, and agency interactions. Some occupations aye
special circumstances that must be contended with by some workers. If
there is uncertainty regarding the prevalence and training need fqr su
interactiori then it would be useful tq specify their potential relevance to
the scope.of the -study and *her Clata.,to establish their degree of relevance
and training rifiTci.
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C. fl Unusual opntingericy situations oir an em rgency, unpredictable, o-acciden-
tat nature: These place stress on p rfor nce Capability, but workers hay .
be expected to be prepared to Oerf rm e eaively'under,such abnormal
conditions, For instance, state high ay trolnien trtay.heed to perforrh

' IF under conditions,qf High -speed chaseofv hides, pilots may be expected
- ' to-land an aircrafOwith malfunction, in trdment panels, craftsmen may .

need-tq work from incomplete design , and managers rreay'rteecf t0 make ..
tamely decisions based upon incomplete information. ,

4 . . ._,= \ /-----
d. El' Problem perfor mince situations. Specific problem situation e often a

. part of particular jobs; Prof;finia-tOtiont to b countered, ana-
,, bow to deal with,them, shOuld be exVesSed\ as eintendO. job 'L.,

e,
1 content. ,Ttis will helfrassuikthatiti t invent of tasks will-L' .

inclUde an explanation of thba. ed perforinakie in terms of the ,,..0--

tasks/which com rise the workeractivity u er such situatiOric. For exams
plesqiiipment ration during partial malfOriCtioning cff some iubsys,tems .
of that equipment, performance under severe'time dOnstraints oriluring s. ,

special missiont to which' the system-maitibeSUbject, having to complete a:, ,

task without all of the qroper tools or away .ft,qm 'the riormalwork location,
_diffitult typei of.people to be dealt within Oifcirming some work assign- .

mentit significant variations In organizetiOnal and adtinsitrative con.- 1.:.

. straints. ; ,, ° - : *I *
1

, ' \' ,...; `, .

Zi
5: E Time frame far potential' use-of learning'

. . ' ,
' ., .

.. .
0

Differing pig-portions of studentf,will kkely,rcounter'an 'fpr Nerving the tasks ,. ;', - . ''
of , 4

'-, of an occupation atter, completing art intend'eit,formal trail' program. Someimay ,

. '' be expected, to change to other related jobs within justa few :Oars. Others may.at-
tend:pore advanced training programs after.a period of 'lob k*perier.t.ce...E or-others,'
the initial ttainingprogram may be the only formal training, such that Some cornPe. ''
tenciesmay need to be learned for ute in situations that are'not likely to arise for .

. many years after the training prograni. Should suctidiverseconditionsapply tOthe
particular occupation under study,.it may be helpful to pitiinate the proportions of .,
stUdehts within each such category of time in which the learning is to be used.' This
can hell') in locating the age or experience limits for , workers whO Will subsequently ;
be responcii6g to.occupationai,_.survey,questionpasiees (sees Volume 3t,aiwell as'es- ii.

tablish whether activities performed only by senior workers aloutd be included in ,
the listings of job ta ks.-

.

. i
.I;

Equipment or material involved. .,,.,
4

,

4

..
.> - .

.. I

Special attention on what equipment or material js used; (prated, or woriced with .: 1''
may be warranted.for-some occupations. This may be necessary to assure tasks are
identified for items that might otherwise be overjookedr or conversely to suggest
that tasks are ridt-of interest for other ttems. For exiMple: in the occupational area
of secretarial science, tasks associated with these of mantle) fypewritet,may not be
within the desired -mope of interest;even thixigh someworkers4ttll use there. Oh the
other hand, tasks specific to new electronic work-prOcessing systems may pebf high'
interest, even though few workers currently may be working with.such equipment.

.
. . ( .

. .
Though not a part of .the defined occupational scope of interest, another

,
issue also is of special -

interest. A pertains to thepurpose for -which a task inventory and occupational survey is to be
9 i

":
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prepired. In any givgiingtance there maybe`
is approrkiate for the taile%t

-irdept-upoty.ffie purpOse for, wh
decisioni Ilgout the curriculum
purposes bf occupational descri
for decibing u
uses of task inverivtriesind surveys.,

The next section of this volumediscusses, under Activity B, the nature andcharacteristics df
itask Stateakents, including the features of general and specific statements of work activity.

,

ents of the inven
ntkestatiinent W1

tentstt,trairrinct pro
Lion. Thepreseni pro

t _ -
J STE!, kf.; PE

f I ;

stinctions in the level of specificitythatO,survey. The approp el is crePen-
sed. Greatest speficity is n for flaking
ams. generalitatements are suitable for

ures concentrate uporrinfortnation needed'
curriculum content: VolumAprovides a discussion of the several purposes and

J6

Summary of Matters of Concern.
In Defining the Scope of Interest

o 04.

1." dtccupational identifiers' (job titles,,C.odes).

2., General nature of work performed,

3: Occupations not included. ,
4. Features of typical requests fora survey:

-.

a. Type of work.
*

.

b. Distribukt6n,of employMent opportunities. I' t
c. Employment setting.

5! Special concerns:

a. Job ley*,
b. Job roles.
c. Job Labels.
d. . Performancesituations.

I) > GeOgraphical factors.
2) Social-political, civic, and agency interactions.
3) Unusual contingency situations.
4) Problem performance situations.

6. Time frame for potential use of learning.

7. Equipmen. t ormaterial involved.

Purpose: Curriculum content decisions or occupational description.

1
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f UNDERSTANDING '--
. THE NATURE OF _

Y

TASK STATEME!WTS'
s 4

This activity peftains to the central concept of the process for surveying occupational perfor- .1
mance: +tasks. Tasks are the key building blocks and in the occupational survey procedure. It is
.necisseryi thereforehto understand the full process from this.conceptual viewpdint. Activity 'Q/ l
serves to communicate the nature of this important concept.

Though not actually a prikeilurdl step in itself, Activity B is a necessary and continuing point.
of concern-in surveying occupational 'tasks. Discussion of the nature of task statements is inserted
at this poinf,-after defining of the scqpe of interest in Step 1. The location of this section within
this volume thus benefits from theconsiderations that were introducedsia-the Step 1 discussions of
scope definj4,ions. These prior considerations should be helpful in understanding why variations and
detail in the stating of tasks-are-meartingfuLand necessary.

A

DEFINITION OF A TASK
1

A task is a meaningful unit of work activity, generally performed
on the job by one worket within some.limited period of time. It
is a purposeful job-oriented activity of a worket,'

. .`s ,

Each task pert med by workers in an occupation should be a logically diffe'rentratedSsegment
of work activity. I ntent, i"task" is generally saichto describe a.job activity that is intermediate
in specificity between a "function'b responsibility" and a "procedural work step or action." It is
a discrete unit of activity and represents a composite of methods, procedures, and techniques which

...commonly serve to accodiplish one m ingful unit of work. Tasks involve worker interaction With
,such objects and elements assquipm t, material, other people, animals, information, ideas, data,

. events and conditions. In most i ances the performance of a task brirworker beta reasonably
definite beginning and end; the whole activity requiring a mixtdre of decisions, perceptions, and/or
physical actions serving a useful job purpose or a partimilar work assignment.

.

,

for use in occupational surveys and to provide a basis for decisions on the curriculum content
ortv'aining programs, statements of task should a certain grammatical structuk and conform
to several characteristics.. Brevity and clarity are the foremost considerations. ,Task statements also
should conform grammatically, represent a specific unit of purposeful job activity, and use terminol-
ogy.that is'generally curreht and meaningful to-persons close to, the occupatiGn.

21
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.
Some Things That Are Not Tasks

_ Wqrker qualifications(such as intelligence, aptitude, knowledge, education, skill, training,
and experience) are not tasks; nor are they any component of a task statement.

... ,
I

d- Receiving of instruction for the purpose of initial or intrylob training is,not a task un-
less actual useful work is performed during the training (as occurs in formal apiprentice-
ship training). Classroom instruction, self-instruction, laboratory or ihop instruction,
and the coaching a person receives for such training are not.taiks of an occupation. On'
the-job training, however, may include the performance of work tasks. The giving of
instruction, when it is a=part of a job..assigoment, is considered-to be:task,:activity.. --
Similarly, continuation training that is a routine part of the job to" maintain a particular
skill (such as practice in the use of emergency equipment), is Considered to be a task of
the job., -

/-*N
Job responsibilities, positiori assignments, and work-goals are not tasks. Though a part
of a total description of the work, they serve here'as useful sources and justifications
for tasks, but are not themselves stated as tasks.

Responsibilities and functions of an agency, shop, team, or office are not tasks. Tasks en,are activities of people, not of organizations.

)!'

The sections below describe the structure and characteristics of task statements. These ere,
followed by a section dealing with some of the problems encountered in stating tasks. The guide-
lines and directions provided in these sections are intended to assist the Curriculum developer or
Content analyst in prqducing useful and effective task statements. These are not inviolate require-,
ments for every statement, but do point the direction to pursue in writing statements mos/ brei
ficial for making decisions about curriculum content.

OF A TASK STATE NT
Each statement of a tail( is composed of three basic elements:

-

.,
1. A specific action verb, descriptive of what is done...

2. A brief identification of what isbeing acted upon; die object of theractionI verb.
.

'3. Whatever quali4pg phrases may be needed to clearly distinguish the. ask from related
or similar actiAlk, or to limit ar*i befine the scope of concern, or to communicate un-
ambiguously what task it is.

Thus, tisk statements arestmplecleclarative statements.' They tyPicIffy statt with anion
verbin the present tense, with the subject d the sentence understood to be "1" (so that the state-

,' ment makes personal sense to a worker who may be asked about what he doeson the job). The
following are examples of iask statements, with several showing the use of meaningful qualifiers:
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Action - + Object or Element Being Acted Upon'

TASK
STRUCTURE

NecmaryQualifier

Compute

Counsel

Replace

Submit

Type ;

product moment correlations

. *staff personnel

brake stOes.

receiving reports.. \
legal affidayit4,-

' -- -94

on a desk calculator. A,

on career advancement.

for new library books.

The essential characferist& of all task Statements
they be brief and clear. Thoy eed to be brief to.saver
be asked to respond on such surveys. Clarity is needed. so
meaning for anyone haVisige reasonable kno4ledge of the

'son Ao May be risked to use the statemetkin desc

k
tme for iro
the statem

Lipatioa,
ing their jipb

For theiruse in theprocess of making decisions 'about-afropriate job content for occupational
training, it is also necessary that task statements be specific and reflect'only one meaningful unit of
work activity. Where the use of the statement is not for making curriculum content decisions, but
to aid in ditintiating between related types or levels of workerr in an occupational field, t
somewhat er statements of work activity. may be adequate. Job content for use in identr ying
performance test items, as when validating the content of employment tests or of /raining achieve-
ment exams, require the samqdetaildevel as needed for curriculum decisions.

ventory surveys are that
ers or othel who may
t has, essentially the same

icularly for workers and
rformance.

These two key use', for training (and test) content analyses and for job descriptions, id to re-
q.!, similar characteristics task staternehts. Only in -their leVellof specificity and their capacity
to conkirmore than a single unitOf work activity do the characteristics of task statements dif /er as
a furiction of their intended use. Such distinctions are Doted below where they relate to particular
guidelines for stating tasks. In neither instance are the Derformance standards to be specified.
Though such standards may be useful in statements of learning or testing objectives, they are not a
proper part Of task statements which serve only to communicate the work activity of an occupation.

, -

Each task statement should conform with the following guidelines:

1. Grammatical conformity. The task statement should begin with a Present tense action
verb, followed by the object of that action. With the subject "I" omitted, but under-
stood, the task statement is a complete sentence. Any necessary modifiers and cgralifying
phrases become part of that sentence. Do not use an action stem as a heading for a list
of objects, since subsecOrxt analyses may need to report each activip separately, For
example:

CORRECT

$. Type cards, such4as index Cards,

t
file cards, and "address finder"
cards.

Adjust carburetor.
Adjust governor.
Atljust automatic choke.'

23

NOT
e

Type suchtrds as the folloWing:
a. Index cards.
b. File cards.

: "Address finder" cards.

Adjust thefolkiving:
a. Carburetor.
b: Governor.
c. Autcynatic choke.
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.
If is not nec for the action verb to have,an identical meaning in all tasks in which it
if used; but onl vide clarity of pe rmance intended in the context of the task state-
ment. Thus, no standard list of define action verbs need be followed in constructing
task statements.2

* . .

2. Performance specificity. Atask statement tells what work is done, not how or why it is
done. It represents a distinct piece of work done by,a.worker employed in a particular

.occupation. Several points need to be followed to assure that a task is stated at a useful
level of work specificity:

.

a.- ---.Avoid;rthatiej_
zz

obviously too specific ortriyial. for example, "Place long
distance telephone calls is acdeptable,Eut-NOT "Dial operator, " "Look up phone
number in directory," nor "Ask for party being called."

b. Avoid activities that aretoo general. Task statements shoubld be able to bring out'
resPonses_on occupational surveys that differentiate between:

1) Different levels of workers in a career ladder (for example,, between apprentices
and journeymen and technical supervisors, betimen supervisors and managers,
or bet iveen. other skill level groups' that are typical-of tte occupation).

Thus, a Skilled. wdiker may perform,an operational check on a Piece of(equipment,
whereas a supeiVipramay only observe that the results of the check,are'within pre;
scribes! tolerances. Two task statements would be needed in this instance, one for
each type of activity.

4

2) Different job types within an occupational field (for example, in the field of .
-Secretarial science, between General Secretary, Executive Secretary, Legal
Secretary, Medical Secretary, Administrative Assistant, and Stenogiapher).

Thus, statements like "Type legal leases" and "Type medical records of patients"
would differentiate between the legal and medical job types in the secretarial field. -
"Type on printed forms" and "Type standardizedformats" would nit differentiate
since members of both job types could say they perform these tasks, and reduire
quite different training to do so.

3) Different occupational fields (for example, between all and meteorology).

Thus, "Interpret photographs" would 1)etoo general since both workers in art photo-
graphy and those using pictures from weather satellites might reasonably say they
perform the task.

c. Avoid the use Of vague or ambiguous words. Typical of vague or general action
verbs are: .

2If standard action verbs are desired for use in computer printouts of task statements, this can
be done later, after first stating the activity in tenrs mostmeahingful to workers in lhe occupation.
This will, permit the use of standard terms for analysis and reporting: but retain job specific language
for communicating with workers and their supervisors.

24
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$ TASK
STRUCTURE

arrange for coordinate maintain participate in
,

.
assist establish manage perform
assure - implement monitor plan

.
conduct -initiate operate supervise
control insure that orient use

In some ,instances. dependiniOn the context of the occupation and on the clarify-
ing phrases included in the task statement, these verbs may be adequate. More com-
monly, however, they indicate a lacklof precision in stating what work activity is-. ,

kite by the statement.

The ask statement must be Worded so that any of thetask rating Scales used (on
oc pational survey questionnaires, per Volumes 3 and 4) make good sense when

plied to it. At a minimum, for use'in making training content decisions, it must
be reasonable footivrerker to answer HOW OFTEN he performs the task as part of
his job. This requirement eliminates skill, Icnowledge,"and responsibility items That
begin with such words as "Haveresponsibilitylor ," "Koodhow to .. ," "JJn-
derstand ," "Have knowledge of. .. ." Solite of the vague terms noted above
also fail to.meet this requirernent (especially "supervise" and "maintain"). Each
task should have a i.easonablybear beginning andendifig, other than employment
in the job positioh.

e. Where the object of an action is a paperwork form, indicate only the type of form
acted upon, unless it is so standard that all workers in the occupation would use.
the same precise form. In this instance both_the'title of the form and itstidentifYing
number-would be included. For example, "... job application forms," ". . stock

inventOr'y fOrMi," "federal withholding Wage and Tax Statements (W-2 forms)."
If two specific forms of the same general type are used in the occupation, but their
use warrants quite different training content, then each would needto be idenfified
in a separate task statement to permit differing decisions to be made about the need
for training.

In general, avoid multiple action verbs in a task statement, unless several actions are
invariably performed together: For example, "Clean, gap; and test spark plugs" is
apprOpriate, but NOT "Inspect and turn brake drums." In the latter case these may
be two separate tasks, performed by different types of workers.

. .._

. g. In general, avoid multiple objects acted upOil, unless several objects or elements are

,, li.
invariablytacted upon together' by a worker, br the activity is_ sufficiently similar to

.., _-- ,
require aoWiparabletraining. For example, "Rebush king pins or link pins" and,.',- -;;. ,-*
"Lubricate the front and rear suspension" are acceptable statements, but NOT "Ad-
jut? carburetors, brakes, and headlights." Multiple objects used to clarify or give
eXartiplei Of a type of 'object acted Oporteleacceptable. For example, "Type cards,
such as index cards, file cards, and 'address finder' cards" and "Order typewriting
supplies (e.g., erasers, carbon paper, ribbons)." Avoid any use of "and/or" and .-
"etc." Thus, do N01 state "Order typing erasers, carbon paper, ribbons, etc.f'

. .

In general, avoid joining more thari one activity statement into a single task statement,
unless thisais a brief and clear way to state a single meaningful unit of work. Accor-
dingly, "Replace belts and set tension" an "Cfean engine parts and check for condi-'

t tibn" are acceptable,bui NOT "Make list of contents of Office safe and keep it up-to-

+-
date."

, l
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Pgoit statements of larger activities or functions of which a task-is a part. ror exam-
, l#,"'Repair fuel, pumps" is preferable to "Repair fuel systems." Each task should

be independent such that the activity doe's not overlap with nor is encortipassed
within a breeder activity or function.' As,apparent in the eiamplse above, the level
or size of theactivity ref/resented by a 'statement can often- be- judged in terrnsof its .. .

1-4..

object, "fuel systems" versus "fuel pumps.",

,

4,
Thk-concern for level- fospecificity ould not be taken to extremes. No harm is done if

' the larger activitiert sho Id be included; it is just wasteful of time aid effort to do sq. Whai
z "- it becomes too difficultor time consuming to sort out the large activities, include those MP

on which decisions cannot readily be made. Subsequent reviews and editihg may provide
further clarification of specific activities, permitting broader activities to be eliminated.

it should be remembered that level of specificity varies somewhat'as.a function of the oc-
. cupation being described. For instance, "Clean up the work area" might be a specific task'

for a secretary or mechanic, but for janitors or clean-up personnel the activity might
rent a Much Idrjer work function.

fa

,
.

j. Each task statement must be cable of standing alone. A statement such as "Per-
form other types of equipment checks" is meaning I to a worker answering an oc-
cupkional survey questionnaire if listed at thp end f a series ofrPerfarm' ... equip-

, mentcheck" tasks. However, later in analysei of t the survey responses the tasks may
not be listed and reported in thesame order as they appeared onithe survey question-
nairga, such as when they are rank ordered on the basis of their importance to the job.
Thus, reports of survey analyses may destory the original context in which a task was
listed, ar a statement like "Perform other typesof equipment eh\ecks" cannot then
be interpreted bysenother reader. ,

1

_

The i ith-co-tance of thlg requirement also is evident when tasks are to be grouped ac-
cording to system duty areas (as is discussed more fully in a later section of these
procedures). For instance, when an automotive repair dutyselates t auto air con-
ditioners, it would seem sufficient to state a task as " rvice controlAables and
switches." gut, for the statement to make sense when later may ha e to stand
separate from a duty category, it would be more meaningful if it had -h-stasted as

"Service air conditioner control cables and switches."

When listing tasks under duty areas there may be a tendency to repeat a task under
more than- one duty. This shOuld be avoided. F,Qr ekarnple, in a list of programmer
tasks, "Develop computer operating instructions" could reasonably be listed undry
a duty of "Supervising ADP equipment operations" as tivelf as the duty of -"Prpgram-
ming committers." Despite the attparent logic:of the dual listing, a task should only,
be stated onceln an inventory of tasks, whether for a 'single occupation or for an
entire occupational area. This eliminates the appearance of repetition in occupa-

, tional surveys, which tends to irritate survey respondents Unnecessarily.

3. Generally used Terms. Vsks should be stated using technical terminology that isansis-
tent with current usage in the occupational area. Avoid overly technical jargon and ob-
solete terms, unless needed to communicate-clearly with workers in the occupation.
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Terms that pertain only to a particular organization or a local situation also should be
avoided, since the task statents usually need to be meaningful to many persons over
a wide range%f employment settings. Statements should be generally applicable through-
out an occtfpation, regardless of how particular job positions are structured. Thus, iNork-
ers in large`firms may be assigned to specilliied functions, whereas in smaller agetcies the
workers may perform-1 a wider array of tasks. Theicwork assignments would differ only
in terms of which-tasks were relevant toach worker
. ,

Use of abbreviations. Abbieviat4bns must be used cautiously since they may not be
understood by all workers througholit an occupation. They also can'cause possible
misunderstanding on the part of,ctirriculum developers, teachers, and students who
may seek toyse the statements and accompanying surVey data. tbbreviations may
be desired to aid clarity, sbch as when some workedray more-readily understand
the abbreviationi.than the technical term. When thi s the case it is good practice

. ,sp spell out that-term and follow it by the abbreviation in parenthesis. This abbrevi-
.';'etiop'should be repeated each time the term is used in a talistatement. Then, when-

tOe original contekt of a taskiisting is altered later flit various reporting purposes, the
- item be interpreted.

4. .fobLoriented activity: In stating job activities a distinction often can be made beiWeen
what the worker cthes and what gets done. Descriptions of what the worker does are
ea' lied "worker-oriented" statements. Descriptions of'what gets done by a workg are
calJed "job-orientedstatements For the most pert, tasks should be 'job-oriented."
Because of the brevity with which, they typically can be stated, they serve to shorten the
reading time of persons answering occtipational survey questionnaires.

r--
.JOBORIENTED STATEMENTS

EXAMPLES OF

Lubricate wheel bearingS. Determine credit rating..
Overhaul engines.
'Vetect product irregularities.
Confirm reservation

Unload supplies.' .
sr Clear, land for construction.

Refinish .;urniture..

An example a the Sifferences in the two types of bctivity statements can be illuitrated-.;
J:iy the statement "Proicess order forms." Tbeirodriaing of forms is what a worker gets
done. What the worker does may consist a (a) reading the forms-to highlight certain-in-

-formation contained in them; (b) reviewing t'Aem for accuracy or completeness, (c) com.
pariefrin formation on the forms against standardized guidelines, or id )eny Of 'several
othes actions. These worker-oriented activities may all be performedbf,the same worker,

&or they mightbpaerfritmed by different parsons. Worker-oriented statements describe,
work activity in terms of what actions workers are performing, tending to indicate how
a. task gets done. t,

.11

*,
.-

In many instances.the statemenfqiia job-oriented task, through a reader's familiarity with
the aptionfwill readiy irnpl ' weir-defined notion of what the worker is actually doing. .

This should be a reasonable ex tationfor workers in that otopation, their supervisors,
. ad:46r instructors proving traiviN94n that work. Job-ofiented tasks thus'directly imply

work,e.r. activity. They do 4.414# a machine or. system does,bu't what gets done to
-,... that Machine oi. siiistem. If the y presses,a button to apti a machine, then.

"Activate" would be the action e ,task statement. .`r t ,

,t.
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mples:

Type business letters.

Tune television receivers.
' f

Proofread man seriOts.

Implied Worker-Oriented Activities:

(where the vtorker is operating a typewriter)

(where the worker is manipulating controls and
antennas to adjust them for receipt of signals)

(where the worker is reading text for grammatical
and spelling errors, and writing corrections for
errors found)

This inferring of worker actions from jobicifiented statements requires reasonable certainty
that the worker action is fairly, well known to' he intended readers. An example reported
by Gordon 'and'AcCormick (1962, 1963) where the worker.action might seem obvious is
the task', "Gabel each product submitted." In this instance we know that the worker is
attaching some type of identification to an article, but there certaloy of what ac-
tions the worker is performing. The worket may be pasting la$els on a biik,Aserating a
machine, or even dreaming up rimes for new kinds of toothpaste. While tars may'aja-
pear(to express a specific work activity, interpretation can be overly dependent up" the
Context in which the statement is used. Clarifying phrases should be added to job-oriented
tasks to aid in effective communication of the intended activity, thus assuring that appro-
priate training can be identified.

The distinction between job- and worker-oriented actions should not be emphasized too
rigidly, but be of general guidance in stating job-oriented wo.rkeractivities.. The distinction
is a conceptually complex one, and not readily applied.in all instances. Lack of consistent
distinctions does noeseem to alter drastically the usefulness of theactivity'Stetements.,

SOME PROBLEMS IN ,STATING ,TASKS
. _, 4

For the most part, stating tasks is a reasonably straightforward process. However; occupations
`'>"; -differ widely. some arebighly routine, characteriied by a few'obvious tasks performed in a pre-

e scribed many by all workers in that occupation. Others are very non-routine, with individual work-
, ers performing only some segments of the total set of tasks relevant to the whole occupation.' Sonte

occupations ars in a high state of change, due to new technologies or toAmerging suboccupations or
paraprofessional occupations. Some occupations, such as equipment oArators and repairmen, pri-
marily tend to pevform physical activities which can be readily observed and described. Whereas,
people such as teachers, managers, politicians, writers, sdiantists, and sales engineers often c.oncen- -4
trate upon conceptual andcognitive types ofmork activity. Theseand othetiot.!\variationt can create

.
,. a number of problems in statjng tasks. - "`

. .

*

. * .

The sections belovirattemp
tasks'

q pide guidance in handling these `problems as they they arle
in 'a particular effort to hate the of an occupation. RefeTtnce can be made to articular sec-

tions as the need' arises.
/

r

. _,. ' . .

1. -- Use of staterhent qualifiets. Simple task staTements should be used without qualifiers',
Uritess the qualifier is essential to the meaning of the statement. For example, "Compute
sales tax" is preferable to "Compute sales tax to determine amount of tax onsafes; Con-

versely, "Schedule employees for on-the-job training" is preferable tg "SchedUA employ:
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Several conditions may necessitate the use of qualifying phrases. Thete are governed by
the general rule of doing whim' is necessary -fib be able to make specific decisions about
training needs. Thus, if Significantly different training activities and learning could be im
plied by a brief task statement, then qualifying phrases would be needed to clarify the
actual task intended. The objective is to avoid confusion with similar ivities that may
have different training needs. This may require that each distinctio' form the basis for a
separate task statement.

. STATEMENT
PROBLEMS

in general, there are four different types of task modifiers:

a. When there are multiple mks of doing a task, there may be a need to state how
(which way) it is done. For examplel the activity of'computing grade-point averages-

, for students might be stated in one or all of the following ways, each involving quite
different training content:

t-

t

Calculate student grade-point averages by hand.

Calculate student grade-point averages using a small electronic calculator:'

Calafta-te student grade-point averages-using a desk-top programmable computer.

Calcu ate student grade-point averages using remote input/output terminal to 4-1'

large central computer. .

Stating the means or media used is performance can sometimes be accomplishedby
modifiers of the action verb, as in "Visually igspect ,7"lioad test ... ," "Spot
check...."

A,tiothef example is cited by Mayo (1969), in which a lineman on a telephone table.
. installatian Qraw may "Dig cable trenches." HoweVer, thii task could be.accom- 1

eithe:r.with hand tools or With trenching machinery.' Not all workers in the
occupation would,havetaccescid trenching machinery, so two distinct task state-'
mentS are necessary to yield survey informaion by which each approach can be as-

.
sessed for its training implications.

In contrast:, agaiii streggn example cited by Mayo (1969), the methods of performing
some tasks are riablettat a general format is more appropriate. Thus, lotbordi-
nate with supply- epertment to resolve supply problems" is a more economical con-
struction of an aeOltY statement than,would Ilea series of specific task statements
depicting each type of problem and each method used to solve ih, oblem.

,

.1"

I
Caution must be used 4assuming4hat only prescribed methods are used
by workers.

'Sometimes common practice will deviate from authorized procedures, and do so in
a Alper that warrants considerati'on in training.. For eXample, inthe businessof
packing critical items for storage or shipment, there,may be a dozen or more
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_ _ ,
autharizedspackaging procedures. Each might be cited in task statements. But, in --i

probing to generate and review a list of tasks for that occupation, it mighThe learned
that theprevailing practice is that workers seldom package strictly by ;any of.the
authorized procedures because.the necessary, tools, material, or test instruments are
not generally available. InsteZ,sthkworkersactually may perform an additional
form of packaging, that of "imprisinii".based on resourcts available. If this were
also listed in an occupational, survy, it,could be learned to what extent it prevailed
over the other methods and decisions could then be made regarding the 'merit of

.,

teaching how to improvise In packaging. w

.,
.4-...b. Wheo there are multiple purposes for a task, there may be a need to state why it is
40-

done. For example, the activity of checking the condition of On-site power generatot
might be stated in the following wAys, tachNinvOlving quite different and separate per-
formance on the sjob:

%

Check generator for evidence tif Overheating.

94

.
ChecIZ geneVator for adequacy.of oil .lever.

Check generator fa, evidencef physical damage., . Illk /
Clif4k generator for adequacy of exterior paint.

... _ / _

Each of these checks may be performed wjtha different frequency, and be of differ-

In

. ,
ing job importance and concern for formal schOol training.

If kname is commonly used to iderytify a prescribed proCedure, that name may be. used without stating the precise action or concern of the task. For exaMple, "Per-
form cylinder` leakage test," ',`Pressure test the air conditioner system," and "Perform
preventive maintenance inspection of common hand tools." If, however,.a worker
does not-perform the test procedure itself but does monitor the test results, a task
should be stated for such nronitoring actiod.'. For example, "Observe oscilloscope for

> results of,cakibration check" and "Receive reports on, and compute die results of, the
testing of revised computer programs."

`4
A problem can occur in focusing upon the'p6rposeof an activity. 4 It is a problem that
was first pointed out by Fruchter, Morin, and Archer (163)., They noted that a state-
ment like "Calculate correlatiOn coefficientsfor factor -anaR/ses" reflects a purpose,
andlhat there could.readily bea variety of such purposes for icti correlation co-
efficients could be calculated, Where the worker activity is esse ally-the same it-
respective of the purpose fo'r which if is performed, they recomme ed against the

' use of such qualifiers of the task statement. he qualifier should be ded to the
basic tasks statement only if the 'purpose reflects a,differerrt activity than when some
other purioce*.is associated witli that basic task:

T
instances where the ,purpose quarifier at then at least one other task also

needs to be stated, to reflect the-alterAbte tivities associated with other purposes.

C. When'ther,eare multiple situations and con tions under which a task is performed,
tfiere Jnay be a need to state where or when t is done: Such situations and condi
tionsray tie due to geographic diff,cronc'es,e yironmental conditions, employer size, 4-

4
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PROBLEMS

organizational climateanticipated equipm ent malfunctilis, potential errors in hu
man,performance, timelpressures or other stress factors, and emergency operating
ceintingeocies. These contexts or task conditions, if Vif y are suspected to be impor
(ant factors in Lhe determination of job-relevant perjAnance requirements, need to
become pan of separate task statements.

.

.
Some tasks can be. of considerable difference in training importance and content be-
cause of such situations and conditions. For instance, "Remove and replace wheels"
may require qu.t different training for performance as emergency road service at
night on busy urbanMighways, as oppose performance within a service garage.
Similarly, corrosion pre tasks might differ near the salt spray of sea coasts,
as opposed to the southcentral part o the country. Winterizing a car may differ for
workers high in the Rocky Mounta , as compared to those working in Virginia.
And, performance under threatenm conditions or during equipnient failures may
warrant specialized training, such landing a plane when a tire blows'out on touch-
down, or driving a vehitle in heav fog. -
Some 6ccupations may be more sensitive to such variations than others. Thus, police
officers and firemen may have many performance.pontingencies, whereas clerical per-
sonnel and assembly-line workers may have relatively fewer of such critical, non-

-routine performance conditions.

d. When the range of yvhat is to be acted upon, is restricted, there may be a need to state
the scope of the peformance or problem situation. For example, "Counsel staff per-
sonnerdin career advinoement within the employing agency" placbs limits on the coun- ,
seling of staff personnel. If other counseling activities occur, they would be stated as
separate tasks.

Defining of the task limits aids curric.ulufi developers and training instructors in know-
ing the boundaries and &tent of the necesary learning contest. Limiting the scope of_
the object acted upon can n some instances be accomplished by theaddition of de-
scriptive adjectives to the e ss of objects or eletlents acted upon. In the following _

examples the italicized port n hejps to clarify the object of the action:

Proofread final research rep

Reyiew recently published ex ;mental literature....

Adyninister brief job satisfaction estionnaires.

Lecture large groups of adult studen s.. '

If a modifier is needed for greater task specifi ity or to distinguish between similar actiVities,
all other significant tasks with comparable m ifiers shouldbe listed. For example, in a.
listing of automotive mechanic tasksrflepair ransmissions" would not be specific enough.
Therefore, if tie statement were modified to r "Repair automatic transmissions," then
"Repair standird transmissions" should also be ncluded in the list of tasks. i'--

Maws avoid redundant qualifying phrases such as "when appropriate," as required,"- /I
im, . .,..,

'in accordance with prescribed directives." These are'often found in source materials,
but serve no useful purpose in task inventories.
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. 2. Treatment o1 frin ge activities. Many individual job potitions include socwork assign-
ments which do not nece5sarily relate directly to the occupetion being ibed, They

.
may be minor or occasional attivities which form a rlart_af the general employment situ-
anon, sucheloccastonally.cleiivering some material to a destination at the supervisor's
requeit, or Kelping out for a day inanother department. At other times there may be
fairly definite assignments of additional duties, such as serving as a supervisor during iem-
porary absences of the boit, serving as shop tteward for the union local, serving as the of-
fice chairman of a charity drive, serve a a member of a committee or board.

, .
Each of these peripheral activities are on the fringe of the basic occupational definition.
Yet for worker&in the occupation, such activities may represent very real requirements of-
/heir job, indivrclually or Sa composite Of activities,. As such, they may warrant training
consideration. Thus, they do need to be included in the inventory of potential tasks for

e particular occupation. Arguing against inclusion, however, is the likelihood that there
, may, be a great many different and often tr-ivial tasks that could be stated, if they were all
state& at a very specific level of perfOrmance act)vity.

. .

Resolutio9 ofthis issue can be achieVed by listidgeneral Statements of fringe activities.

. .

Activitiee. 'rich are 'central to the occupation shoyld be handled with statements
°of greater specificity than activities Which are on the fringe of periphery, but both
are to be represented by task statements.

.

Inste,d of listing all the speciticiasks of a peripheral function.or of no immediate interest,
the overall function fan be stated as'one general. task. For instance, if a secretary is also

.qualified and se ing aka notary public on occasion, a statement could be listed as "Serve
as notary public It would beunnecessary to list all tasks of notarypublics. Such a gen-
eral statement re ains the 'general activity in the listing of tasks for the complete scope of
the occupatio'n, permitting data to be gathered later in occupational surveys for the pur-
pose of assessing r s actual significance to the occupation.' Should it later be found to be
of importance for occupational training, imay subsequen4 be subjted to a more de-
tailed analysis.

This process helps shorten the WON of generating task lists without completely omitting
4.

the fringe activities on the basis of preconceived ideas of what is a significant part of the
job, For occupations undergoing change, or Which tend to vary across different employ-
ment situations, subjective decisions not based on field data can be very erroneous and
'misleading. `,

Another type of what might be considered"'fringe activities" re the tasks whict deal with
the common and routine peas of a job that tend to get over'1odRCed in discussions of what

work is performed. These activities often pertain to:

11*

1. Work with or on peripheral objects and equipm
t,

2. Ordinary eqviptnent operatingdiscrepancies.

3: occasional interactions with clients or other frso
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These activities can in 'fact bevery important and vital to the operation, and need to be
.

,

listed for training consideration. For example, in the worlu of automotive mechanics
there is a need for tasks concerned with the conditions and e'ffects'of wind, laiser leak,
noise, vibration, and harshness. Similarly, tasks should be stated for the4unctions of
hydraulic lift operation, safety in the shop, acetylene and arc welding, maintenance of ,

shop equipment, and task use.of air operated tools (drills, impact tog's, jacks, etc.).
And, there could be mention bf action Yegarding time cards, clocks, or recordi of work
orders; as well as actions in relating to customers and to members of the Iota) Community.'1
While such work may not represent the core technical characteristics of the occupation, it

oes potentially constitute elements of the job and employment situation that propel*
ay be of concern for training programs intended to prepare students for successful em-

pl yment in the occupation.
;,

Ano her variation.to b onsidered is when a significant proportion of workers in an oc-
cupy on also t perform in a secondary occupation. For example, a good many
barbe -al perform a number of the tasks of a shopkeeper. This may include clerical
and kkeeping tasks, as well as the management of a small ortvart-time staff. These'
secon a aspectS of an occupation should not be ignOred when compiling theinitial list

,44.of tas . . -

Treatment of a task of immense importance. In some occupations there may be one or,
two tasks which are of quite considerable importance for most workers. Typically, such

ks arecOmplex and entail a variety of conditions and situations under which they are
t be performed, or for which ability to.perforni is expected of a worker. ,These are ob-

sly bf considerable training interest.

To in additional useful information about the task by means of occupational surveys, a
very itical task can be broken up into a number of re specific activity statenfents.
Often his can be accomplished by the adding of rs to a basiC task statemeritAd-
ditiona y, more specific tasks might particular ht trate upon the performance con-
ditions, information-gathering actions, decisions to be ade, or actions to control various
events which represent key competencies within the total task.

For example, the bookkeeping task of "'Prepare payroll register," if especially jmportant
fqr differential curriculum decisions, mighee divided up into the following activity
statements:

Determine if all-employees are listed on the pa yroll register for a particular payroll
Pericidk. 4

Transfer exemption information fropayroll records to payroll registir.

Verify time cards.

Compute employee gross earnings, necessary deductions, and net earnings.

Compare dollar amounts and total hours to previous payroll periods for reason-
apleness. ,

Determine if all gross earnings, deductions, and nenearnfriga computed o n the
payroll regiiter are correct.

4
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e Report apparent discrepancies in payroll register;computations.

e' Post from payroll register to employee %ming records.

Grouping the activities within the same duty category (in Step 4) will help retain the
payroll context function under which,they have meaning on the job. Whether some of
these are performed manually, or with theaid of desktop machines or-computers can be
identified subsequerply by noting the types of equipment operated (see section 5 below,
on equipment and job aids).. a,

Treatment of training which constitutes a routine and expected part of the job. Certain
occupations contain elements-of on-the-job training activities to develop and maintain
skills for important and anticipated, but rarely performed, tasks of the job. This is es-
pecially evident.in occupations dealing with emergency or hazardous situations. For
example, policemen receive continuation training in unarmed combat and practice in the
use of firearms. Firemen and others routinely receive training in emergenCy first aid pro-
cedures. Medical doctors and others are expected to attend skill up-dating training prp-
grams. And, such occupations as radio operator tend air traffic controllers may need to
maintain skills for periodic gov'ernment licerhing examinations.

These kinds of learning activities should be stated artasks when they form an int I

part of the jOb. They may include classroom trainin , well as participation in full -scale
simulation exercises-for operating units.

Td decide whether a learning activity should be ted as a job task, follow, he rule of -
the Internal Revenoe Service: If its needed or r uired for maintaining efnployment in
the occupation, it is appropriffite, but not if it serves primarily to qualify the worker for
a new occupation or for ieW"advancement.

5- Operation of equipment and use of hob aids. Training for an occupation traditionally
may be concerned with the development of skills in the operation of equipment or.,in
the use of tools and other things that assist the worker in doing tasks more'effectively
or efficiently.

Job aids can consist of such item .as special tools, charts, test instruments, checklists,
reference guides, templates, procedural manuals, maps, forms, wiring diagrams,'hand
calculators, 'style guides, or other such devices and memory 'aids that support k per-
formance.. Their use, in and of themselvet is not a task activity. While thereay be.an
urge to state these as tasks (e.g., "Operate keypunch machine," "Use reference book or
manuals"), it is more useful to list them separately. It is only necessary then to state the
item, omitting the action term of "operate': or "use." . .

By this item listing, equipment and job aids cahbe included separately in occupational
surveys (see VOIUMO 3) if information is desired on the proportion of wortcers operating
or using each, or on their level of significance in various occupational situations. How-
_ever, only those items should be hic,luded jadivhich there is a likely or potential interest
for job description or for training purposes. The others can be omitted from the occupa-
tional survey questionnaire to minimize the time it takes a worker to answer the entire
questionnaire. - .

.
I I

I .. 0

Incidentally, these item listings can be useful in the process generating lists of tasi6, to
stimulatethe ability of workers to recall their job tasks during interviews. Interviewers

- : /
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can ask in What tasks each item is used. Other interviewing techniques are discussed in a
Ipter.,section on task review procedures.

6. 'Use of technical concepts andlechniques: As with equipmeritend job aids, training in
some occupations traditionaHy has been concerned 'with-the acquisition of technical knovyl:
edge, not with job performance activities' Knowing and understanding certain key informa-.,
tion, or particular technical concepts that have.practical use in performihg job tasks might
invdtve such matters as: vocabulary and nomenclature, subject matter content, machine
characteristics and specifications, organizaticepar or system structure, advanded computa-
tional skills, operating principles and theories, 'ruleskand standards, %other such technical
information. .

There can be strong pressure to include these technical concepts and techniques.as task
statementr. For.example, it would be possible to state these as follows:

A

Improper Stating of Techriial Knowledge as Tasks

Use simplebusiness math. 41.

Use probability theory 0 ddesign.ata systems.
Perform analog programming. _
Use limier programming techniques.

P",'
Improper Stating of Techniques as Tasks

Vary classroom routine.
Maintain open door policy fqr. employees.
Provide prompt 'feedback.
Demonstrate sensitivity to worker grievances.

.
While it is recognized that such technical knowledge may be of training interest, by them-..

selves they are not purposeful tasks of the jolt. They are the means by which one or more
tasks are accomplished, and may be cited as modifiers to such tasks as necessary. They
should not be, listed separately in an occupational survey questionnaire, since they would
add an undue bulk to those questiohnaires. A

Where special information dray additionally be desired about the job-significance Of these
concepts and techniques, a second type_of field survey can be_generated to supplement the
task-based occupational surveys. For this approach the reader is referred to a report
authoreby Ammerman, Essex, and Pratzn (1974) which is available from the lc

rDocument Reproduction Services, or from he Center for Vocational Education. This
process constitutes a separate analysis of e occupation, distinct from but complementing
the procedures of the present manual.

7. Describing supervisory and managerial jobs. One of the more challenging efforts is to state
.the:tasks peitormed by supervisory and managerial persorinkl in an.occupational area. It is
infufficient to say they "Supervise subordinate personnel," "Control floyv of work," ,,

"Monitor safety programs," "Supervise training programs," "Analyze company operations,"
"Plan,facility modification.," "Approve expenditures of funds," or "Attend meetings."

11

Several-tasks need to Berated to describe what is being done in accomplishing each
such general function". 'Thus, instead of, saying "Hire new employees," it shaeld be possible
to identify such,component tasks as:

61-
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Process applications and other paperwork foremployment.
I Screen applicants/on the basis of standard.test scores.

Observe applicants performing sample portions of the job activities.
Interview applicants.
Authorize )he hiring offer for applicants.
Orient new employees to the firm. .

Since a supervisory or managerial furiction may differ quite substantially in'terms of level
of responsfblity and learning implications, it is helpful to distinguish between them at
least to sdme moderate degree. The following examples, based on executive activities re-
ported by Hemphill (19601, illustrate how these distinctipearrright be stated. The distinc-
tions tend to be based.on th"e amount or nature of the action.

4 Dictate at least 25 letters per-week. .

, Dictate letters, btit fewer than 25 per week.
#

Initiate reqUititions involving a gross iternvahie of at least $5,000.
Initiate requisitions involving a gross item Value of I than $5,000.

fSign documents that obligate the comps o theietent of at least $1,000.'
Sign documents that obligate the co any for less than $1,000.

. Approve requests for expenditures not covered in authorized b'udgets.
Approve requests for expenditures that are covered in authorized budgets.

[
-

1

Prepare contracts for approval by a sUperior. '.
" Prepare contracts not requiring approval by a superior.

i m Approve exceptions to established credit policies. ,

' Request or recommend exceptions to established credit polic

[ Evaluate records of production of a work force of
O Evaluate records of production of a work fo of 10 or more,but less than

-employees
Evaluate records of production o ork force of less than 10 e ogees.

'c Folecaselnarket trends of the very near future. ..-°- i

" Forecast market trends five to 10 .years in the future.
_ .

or more employees.

- -
Comparable distinctions also may be helpful when it is important to differentiate between
similar j s,'Such as between general machinist and precision machinist, or between boiler-
maker wilder and pipe line weld4r on active ('hot") lines.

Berger (1974) cites an example-in the computer programming field where the task "Code
and "debug modifications and corrections to-systems software" was considered appropriate
for systems programmers, but the statement did not clarify the sense of the psk as per-
formed by scientific and engineering programmers. or the latter group the task v.4Ould
better be stated as "Code and debug scientific and engineering program changes in higher
level language such as FORTRANor PL/1." For business programmers thetask- was stated
as "Code and debug changes and corrections to business data processingprograms."

36
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f
Supervisory and managerial jobs, as well as those of some professional occupations, often
will tend to use action verbs of a more mental than a physic41 nature., Thus, such jobs will
more likely reflect such appropriate and relevant actions as:

7Appraise
Conte& - Forecast Recommend

Approve Counsel Inform Review
Assign D.ecide Interpret Schedule
Chair , Determine I Investigate Set
Check Draft _ . Negotiate Study'
Compare Estimate Plan Submit
Cohduct Explain Process Verify.

Visit

These reflect an emdhasis upon information pfocessing and communication functions,
which are common features of many jobs not dealing with equipment operation or main-
tenance, or with direct service for a customer orclient. It should be obvious from a num-
ber ofthese actions that tasks need noebe'limited to observable work performance,.but
often may identify job activities not readily discernible by 'a Gerson other than'the worker.

Adilitional,sugge'stions for identifying and stating taSks of supervisorsand managers are
preserd in the later section on techniques to probe for'additional tasks during review
sessions. is-

8. Restrictkos when using computer printout of task statements. Some users of this manual
may have the capacity to use a computer for printing task statements directly onto survey
questionnaire forms,or reports of data analyses. This capacity will place special- restrictions
upon how tasks should be stated, depending upon the characteristics of the computer pro-
gra

Typical of these program restrictions are such directives as the fol g, though.a partic
ular program may modify or add other limitations:

a. Task statements should be li to 117 spaces and not pore than two print-
out lines. Neither t st nor the second line may exceed 59 spaces. This will
necessitate t -re me task statements be edited to shorten th(m by use of a,mord,
tel= . is style. In the context of an obvious computer printout, the sense of

e abbreviated ta* statement should communicate adequately the intended
ity. To furthdr reduce space requirements, the period at the-end of the

task sta -rat is omitted. ,

b. Some computer programs may handle onl
minus, diagonal, period, comma,
the program to be used,
any nonalphvu

syMbols (e.g., plus,
esis). Depending on t

eats would be edited to eliminate the need for
signs beyond that program's capacity.

. .

C. Computer programs usually prin letters only. In such.c,ases the task
statements sheuid be edited-to avoid the use of words or abbvviations which re-
quire lower case letters. For example, if the abbreviation fo kUrtiailitsfactory Re= _

printouts and
wOultiga' ppears

ports (URs) were used in a task, it would appear as` RS
might be confused with another abbreviation. l-lowfeVer.,A)Ft
UR'S in the printouts and would be acceptable. r' '

(
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Tieu(se of computer printout/Of task statements most generalbp would occur when occu-
pational surveys are to be conducted by an agency on a more or less routine or production
baiis, wittrperiOdic resurveys to update the job information. Where onlya few one-time
surveys are anticipated, the usefulhess of placing task statements into the computer sys-
tem would generally be greatly reduced.

RECOGNIZING FAULTY TASK STATEMENTS
Several kinds of errors commonly occur in e stating of tasks, particularly wherrthey are tqibe

used to obtain job performante information fo subsequent decisions about trairtingtontent. Thae
`problem areas need special` attention to assure ffective statements of each task of an occupation,..con-
sistentImith their intended use in occupational surveys. The seven most common faults tend to be:

Types of Faulty Task Statements

. .

1. More than one task in a single statement.

2. Activity...is stated a s a general function or fesponsibility.

3. Unclear statement of the action.

4. Overly dependent upon duty context for meaning.

5. Too many limits placed on how the taik .is performed.

6. Substitution of method of perforrriabe for the task itself.

7. Stating only the operation of equipment or use of an item.

Each of these typical faults is explained and illustrated on the-pages which follow, using exam-
ples from three occupations: Automotive Mechanic, Business Data Programmer, and General Secre-

tary. it is anticipated that these examples might be useful in.training staffs to state tasks, to assess
the merits of statements previously prepared and made available by other agencies, to review those --

prepared locally, to use as standards against which to compare statements for possible faults.

Foil rg the fault illustrations is a priefichart for assessing the adequacy of a sample of ac-
tivit atements. he appropriate answer in regard to selected task characteristics is completed in

columns to the right of each statement.

idellP-
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FAULTS

N .
FAULT: More than one task in a single statement.

Task statements iricluding'mulnple job activities may make it impossible to determine
which activity is associated with task survey data or os of training concern. They may
also confuse survey respondents who would prefer to rate each activity differently,
such as when one ofthe activities is performed by another type of worker or its job
significance differs quite a bit from the other work cited in the statement. ,

ii

Variat)ons of this fault are.

I. Use of more than one action verb.
2. Use c:ifore than one object acted upon. r

. Linkage of several tasks in onesoispound sentence

EXAMPLES OF FAULT

More Than One Action Verb:

Test and rewire electrical dash Units .
.. Inspect and replace defrdsterliose.

Adjust, repair, or replace back-up light switches.-/ Repair or replace wheel cylinder. .

Plan and condUct on-the-jo6 training of data processing
procedures.

Review and prepare cost estimates of equipment use
Edit and review a report.

'Select of order furnishings for office.

r ..

''Pressure test, performance test, and leak test the air
conditioning system.

Inspect vehicles and apply materials foreorrosion
and rust control. .

Andliyze core dumps, evaluate, and recommend
solutions.

Plan prograMming work loadst make work assign-
ments,and organs shifts.

_._./

More Than One Object Acted Upon:,
. ,

Repair ignition switch, resistor, wiring, coil
points, and condenser of the primary circuit.

Lubricate vehicles and equipment.
Prepare cost report or cost estimate for

processing equipment.
Prepafe a briefing or visual prese ation.
Evaluate files, reports,pr correspondence.
Develop procedures for the maintenance of ,

news files and reference libraries. .i.'
-.k.

Separate Tasks Joined in One Sentence: -

,

Perform system generation, establiih source
and relocatable libtary sizes, etc. 4

Order all publications and keep track of
subscriptions.

" Make list of eoments of officesaf e'and keep ."

it up-to-date. . .

4

ACCEPTABLE USE OF SOME MULTIPLE ACTIONS AND OBJECTS

Composites of more than one action verb or object-acted upod are acceptable and
appropriate in a single task statement when they:

Cleans ,.and
L e and rep

1. Tend to occur together as a whole unit of work.
2. Serve to clarify a single type of work activity, and reasonably involve

the same training.

Examples of Acceptable Tasks:

st spark plugs
short in wiring.

an ngs is and check for condition
Lub9 and rear suspension
Rerace hy mike lines and fittings.
Inspect drive shaft, U-joints, and center bearings
Fold and insert letters in envelopes
Inspect money orders and checks as tb amount.,

dates, signatures

gr
39

Inspect material received for completeness
and damages.

Record-time card or time clock data on
payroll forms-. z.:

Stuff bundle.sort, andtor label outgoing
mail.

Address letters and packages.
. .
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FAULT: Activity is stated as a general function or responsibility.'
-

.Statements of general work functions or 16: responsibilities do not
provide adequate specificity for'use in m ing,decisions about training-
content. They also'confuse raters,of task performance surveys because,
a variety of tasks enter into the accomplish
responsibility. Typically,, such general activiti
vature in a job assignment, with no,definite endi
mance.

t of the function or
are of an on-going

or times of jaerfor-
,,

EXAMPLES OF FAULT

.Maintain washrack equipment.

Trairilindividuals on. the job.

Resolve technical problems.

'9 Monitor safety programs..

Prepare forms and correspondence.

Do.preliminary w ork for income tax return.

Supervise clerk typists.

COntrol and manage filing system.

Act as cashier or teller.

S

4

4

. 4

44.

Perform operator maintenance on A
equipment.

Identify, roblem areas in the system:

o____Perform nbn-linear'programming.

4i Evaluate deviations from standards..
= Optimize program execution tirneS.

Supervise documentation of programs.

IYesign operating systems.

Coordinate scheduling of rnachinetprk:
bad.

Maintain current-run tapes. ,

40

t I/ alk s.:4
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FAULTS

tf, 4
.

FAULT: 1_raYde& statement of the action.

-4"

4
General or kiaclue aeon wQrds for task Statements do,not allow
the person' providing task ratings to be,certain of the intended It
meaning of the statement.. Nor can the person interprttinikthe
training iroplicationstif such ratings be certain of what work ;

activity the rater had in mind. OCcasionally it is possible to
clarify a task by including its purp'ose'or the method to be used.

.

. EXAMPLES 0 LILT

. . , , 1

nlbect lubrication and service guide.,
-,up on requisitions.

Perform road'se 41.

ID Check exhaust systems.

Review reco0 for corhpliance with labor Taws.'J
Inspect steering.

.
Coirect bearing fit. ,

IF
. .

Coordinate with staff in,the de. of
,- new systems. ..

.
s ': Kpep -card indexes./, t a

Extract figuresaneeded for special anelyies. * /
. ' - , t

41.

mirk
ocE6ploit eiarallel.presiing capabilities.

Develep subroutines.
/'
Trace malt. : .

.

. . File materials.

Extrict ermation from:fires.
,

Implement 'employer's directives.

" . Help organize offir pr compmommittees.

Make preparations for meetings.

.
Make switch, nttings.

.

, 4

41
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FAULT:. OverIrdepeodent upon dutycontext for deaning:

w.

1

,:,..4 ;
,

. ,-. ,..,

While brevi is desired in task'statenients, sufficient desCriptio'n ' :, ' i?

of a task activity must lie-included to permit the task to be \ 't I
reasonably meaningful when riot grouped,with function-ally

ated task's..this might be necessary Vvhen subsequent analyses
nk the taskibn some issue - 1

.

Perffirmancetest the ystem.
Complete rmsaiisfact ry reports.

, Evaluate suggestions
-ts Replace system regu ators.

c. &,

FAULTL: Tdo.mariy limits placed On how the tW,,c..is perforined.

EXAMPLES OF FAULT

I Evaluate dev,iation's from standards.
Plan layout and makeup.
Make out monthly statements.
Diagnose malfunciloW

A

Though task modifiers are sometimes useful to clarify the meaning
of an activity statement, §,91-ne modifiers may be unduly prescr'iptiye
and place too many unnecessary limlis.upoh the in perforV
rpance statement. ffX

Variations of thisqault are: . t,

. .

1. Stating hqw often or when a task is to be performed.
2. Use of ,all-iriclusiVeriema such .as "all," ''every,"

s
,"always."

,.
14;

.. ai.....,, .) .

eT t EXAMPLES Of 'FAULT.. .
, . ,

$ ',
StatotsbOften or then: ,,

- .
'4,4 .

OD Change dites:on time stamp machine
.

r"'" t'
-dr calendar bailyk,.

PripmtashIlaily.

I

N./ 42

e

6-1-
s

Use cif Allfiftisive Terms:.
.....- ,-.

. -

%,

Initiate all contputer opefating 'notes,
technical bulletirI, etc. foi jbb phi-

. 'formance imprOvements.
,. prder all publications fot -library..

. i 2 . *

I
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FAULTS

.AULT: Substitution of met
.-- ...

Stating how Pb tas is performed, task sometimes
fbIlowing as a mod' ler 9).,:the hod, Cif ErerillfahaSiS to be

--1,-nillspfac I. This c lead to due attenti on the method
iinstead f upon e work activity as the tr objective. It also

y cause un rtainty-as to which part of t. e state
lresporiden't attending. And, there may a teridencylo omit the
task activ waltogetber, stating only the method of performance.
The sa e problem occurs when-the purpose of an-activity is sub-

' Ai u for the t c to be performed.
'IA :- ' ;

sk itself.

A

. 4fri
I

EXAMPLES.OF FAULT

Mite shorthand-.!
Work with Operations super-visor to determine

'best operating prodedures to be followed.
4\Optimize prograrh execution times.

Resolve teohnicaJ problerris.
-

.

FAULt:, Stating only the operation of equipment or use of an item.
.

.11 Intworate.standard routines into pro-
grams. ,

Use linear programming techniques.
Control system input and tput.
Perform analog program ing.

.

While it is useful to know what equipnleat is operated or what speciak
items are used by wokkers, thew actions shoutcpiot be stated by
themselves as task statements. VEIGIOUS equipment and job items may

to*listed separately on a survey queftio acre, without any associated
-action verbs. Questions Of use may the e asked of each, if desired,

but as a separate and distinct information-seeking part-of an Occupa-
tional lorVey., t

,.

Use proofreadinvymbols.
Use directories:

. Use simple business math.

.

EXAMPLES OF FAULT

/

43
. 4

Operate intercom.
Operate keypunch machines.
Operate copying machine.

i.



Self-Test Rating of S`tat9m int Adequacy

. 7
_

.
:1-

Activity Statement ;

Characteristics of ,the Statement

Gram-
matical

Con-
formity

Only
One

Task
Activity

Clarity
of

Action
'intended

Purpose-
fuilob-
Oriented
Activity

OK,'"
- OK

OK

OK- OK

. . _Automotive Nointenance Activities'

1 Develop plans for performing mainten . -

2. Check and correct enfrie bearing fit.
3. Estimate charges for vehicle repair.
4. Estadlish methods to improve rriaintinance'procedures.
5. Analyze and repair electrical control circuit for over iytimit.\

OK
OK
PK
0:1C--

OK

NO

NO

OK
NO \
NO

.

NO

OK -
OK
NO

OK

\'',
6. Resolve technical problerS: 1 k
7. Analyze for moisture or foreign particle level in fuellistem, .-
8 Visually inspect front suspension system. ..,

9 Check vehiOle maintenance records for cirpliance with .
warranmpolscies.

10 Perform cylinderbalance (est. .
?

.

OK
NQ
bK.

OK
OK

_.-

NO

NO

OK

OK \
OK

....A.

OK
OK

OK
OK

,
- -...

OK
OK
OK

OK
OK

,
.."

. ..

Secretarial and Accounting Activities . ''.."-

11 Operate tape recorder. " 4
12 Use proofreading symbols.'
13. Compare copy for legibility!'and neatness. ' , ii..
14 Work with ckty tax statements. , f

r ----"-

15. . Supervisiclerical emploYee*,
- 1 , 1 - " :

'

,4K
'OK' so.
--OK:'

NQ

....0Kf
ib

[

OK ,

,OK
OK
NO
NO -1'

\

di

.'
OK '

. OK
OK'

. NO.
NO \
. \ ---,,

,

. NO

NO

OK ,

OK
OK

16 Inspection of inventory icords.-
17. Compose copy at the typewriter. ,,

18. Serve as notary public.
.

.
'
r

. .
19. Take dictation over the telephone, . '1' " ih,t
20. Listen fd? rumors. , .*- 6... -

,
NO .
'OK
OX

' k

OK

_

NO
OK

' NO

'OK
OK

NV

NO
OK
OK,

OK
` OK

At

4.'''-tilc,
, OK

OK
0

OK .

Na

so I

_)

Overall Addquacy for Purpose

For For
Training lob
Content Clusters or

Discssions Description

NO OK,
NO : OK
OK_ OK
NO -OK.
NO ,OK

't ,

NO Too Broad
NO NO

, OK OK

OK OK
OK '. OK

--.

NO -NO
NO NO .

OK Too Spedific
: NO. NO

NO Too Broad

, ,

4, NO . NO

J OK OK

No, But Useful -0K
Surnmay of ..
Friiir Activity

;i OK Too Specific
1\7, Nb ' NO ,

6, t
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ACTIVITY C: CONSTRUCTING

THE LIST. OF POTENTIAL TASKS

,
1'N 4
IPOLICY GUIDANCE \

I \ I

AND PLANNING
I , A I

I 1

Community Concerns '1 I

Manpower Forecasts- 1,,, 1

Student Needs / I

./
1

.44.
DEFINE THE
SCQPE OF
INTEREST
AND ,INTENT

Step 1

L_

,

I

GENERATE TASK STATEMENTS

1I Construct
1 Initialist
1 of Tasks
I

I Steps 2 & 3.
.

I

Obtain
Reviews

Step 4
.

Edit
State-
ments

Step 5"

Isi lot Test
Task
Statements

Step 6

I ,
J

Given the scope of interest as defined i-rrS, tep 1, there are five procedural steps to be performed
to construct-the)list of potential tasks for an Occup tion, area, or function. Thewlidation of this list ,
ofoccupational activities, to establish which t ksa e in fact a significa4t part of each occupation or
function, is descri,bed in Volume 3 of this series, Ide tifying relevant job performance. The five steps .

for generating the tasks to be validated are: \
\

* Step 2: Li:a-4 Written Sour t oYk A tivities
. .

W

Step 3: Construct Initial LISti of Tasks

11. Step 4: Obtain Reviews of initial Tasks

v 10. Step 5: Edit Tasks for Use in Occupational
-4 . .

O. Step 6: Pilot Test the List of Potential Tasks
. . -

Each ofthese steps is described in the sections which follow. It should be remembered that the task
concerns described and the procedures for constwtIng lists are written to cover a wide variety of
occupations for which task inventories might be desired. For ally one occupation some pOtion of
'these concerns and proceduies may 'not be pertinent. The total description is provided to aid in the
preparation of task lists,wheriever, particular situations or conflicts should arise. -.

A
!It
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---..STEP 2: LOCATE WRITTEN SOURCES

The initial listing of possible tasks for an occupation, area, or function is constructed from
available printed source materials. Acquisition of these reference materials should start well in ad-
vance of the actual construction of the initial task listing to allow for lag time between the identifi-

'cation and receipt of some materials. It is not necessary to acquire every conceivable reference, but
enough to, egin roughing eut an outline of the job and to generate perhaps a hundred or more state-
ments of likely work activities per occupation. .

Uieful reference material often may befound in:

1. Published job materials, handbooks, and manuals.

2. Jots analysis studies conaucted_bythe U.S. E ment Service, occupational analysis
field centers,and state employment services.

I

lb Employer training'programs,.including thOse-condupted, by the armed forces technical
schools and by other federal agencies.

4. Task inventories previbusly developed by others.

5. curriculum guides prepared by state vocational curriculum laboratories, public school
systems conducting ocaupationaftdudation, and private business and trade schools.

Empirical studies to:establish the content validity of employment tests.
0

7. Special projects yielding occupational descriptions, such as graduate dissertations in col-
legiate schools* industrial psychology, industrial management, industrial engineering,
industrial arts or vocational education, business, applied arts, and various specialized 007
cupationalaeciplines. Many of these.may be located through the Dissertation Abstracts
International: Section A (The Humanities and Social Sciences), a monthly publication of
Xerox,Uniyerskty Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.

f

AdditionallY, special projects may be spoAsored by state departments of vocational or occup0-
bona! education, special interest groups,-business and professional association's, labor organizatio4,
consortiums of community colleges, HEW's Office.of Education, National Institute of Educaticin
(HEW), National Institute of HealthAE:), Employmint and Training Administration (formerly
Manpower Adniirristration, U.S. De ent of Labor), National Highway Safety Administration
(U.S, Department ofTransportation), and others. Useful sources for identifying some of these or-

' ganizatiovis which- have special interests in particular occupations are the following annual directories:

6.

- .

National Trade and Professional Associatibns of the United States and banada, and Labor
Unions, published by Columbia Books, 734 15th Street, NW (Room 601), Washington,
DC 20005. 9
Encyclopedia of Associations. ,Volume 1: National Organizations of the U.S., published by

- Gate Research, Book Tower, Detroit, MI 48226.

and ging occupations, it may be -necessary to search referdices which pertain to
more established pations in the fields out of whith the occupations arg_being created. None of

4
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STEP 2:
WRITTEMSOURCES

...... ..-

these sources t 'illsitteipat to provide a completely valid and useful source of all currently relevant
task statements. The(should, however, provide an effective beginning point, and will serve to ori-

ent persons develoding the list of potential tasks.
. .

Reference materials. "Fibllowing is a list of possible specific sources of appropriate reference
materials. These sources may be contacted for leads, bibliographic citations, `and/or abstracts of
likely printed references. Depending upon theoccupational area, someofthese sources may be
more appropriate and productive than others.

. o

Contact:

4

CVE Publications
The Center for Vocational Education (OSU)
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210 A

j
po. Resources in Vocational Education Aformerly called Abstracts of instrattional and

Research Materfals in. Vocational and Technical Education, AIM /ARM).

Includes (a) abstracts of published materials designed for teacher or student
use,in the classroom, (blannotations of bibliographic or lists of instructional
materials; (c) abstracts of published research and other materials that are .

useful to a wide audience having an interest in vocational and technical edu-
cation. Many curriculum guides contillin somtype of-job description or
task listing. While these vary in detail and completeness, they can serve as
useful sources of initial statements of work activity.

Publ ished-quarterry.

0. Annual Index -to- Resources in Vocational Education (since 1977), and A/AVARM
Annual Index (1968 through 1976). ' ;v.=

Resources in Vocational Education and the Annual Indexes are nor y ob-
tained by subscription. Single copies of back issues of AtM/ARM periodicals
and indexes are available only in microfiche and hardcopy reproductio from'
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 2210,
Copies are generally available in most State Departments of Vocatir
Education or their Research Coordinating Units.

0. Directory of Task Inventories: Voluines I, II, and III (1975, 1976)

Reports bibliographic.infdrmation on sources of task inventories for oc-
cupations, compiled from documents submitted from state vocational and
occupational education agencies, state vocational education instructional
materials laboratories and pro-Jed-is, school districts, public and private
R&D agencies, armed services ttaining and personnel research agencies, as

-),% we as special projects sponsored by a variety of federal agencies4usi-
. nesses, Orofessional associations, and foundations.

. .
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Contact: ERIC D ent Repioduction Service (EDRS),
P.O. Box 190. _

Arlingtcin, VA 22210
(or)

Supetintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

Resources in Education (R I E ).

Lists abstracts and resources of neweducational research documents
entering-the ERIC Clearinghouse system.

tePublished monthly, plus annual indexes..

Contact: .Macmillan Information
866 Third Avenue
New Yorks NY 10022

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE).

Contact: Information Coordinators, Lnc.
1435-37 Rvdolph Street
Detroit, MI 48226 '

Work Related Abstracts.

Divided into 20 broadubject areas, citing articles extracted from over
250 management, labor, government, professional, and university period-
icals.

Publj,stled in monthly issues, with annual index.

Contact: Na/ional Technical Information Service
U.S.. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

#.
Government Reports Announcements and Index.

Technical Inquiry Services df NTIS provides custom searching of an infor-
mation collection relevant to specific queries.

'These announcements are published every two weeks.

Contact: American Psyabrogic.al. Association
1200-17th, Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

Psychological Abstracts.

4

/
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iygiologicalAbstracts Information Services (PsycINFO).

10 fIFyc INFO Users Reference Manual.

2:
WRITTEN =ES

Other Potential Contacts: A large number of behavioral R&D agencies have over the years pro-
duced task inventories for a variety of curriculum and job analysis purposes. Copies, of .

their directories sir bibliographies of agency publications often can provide a good means
for identifying many useful sources of task statements which may have been identified as
part of various R&D projects. Additionally, within many of the state departments Of vO-
cational or occupational education' there are Instectional Materials Laboratories, Curric-
ulum Developrnent Centers, and Research Coordinating Units which may have prepared
task listings for selected occupations.

_ .
A number of agencies in tht awned services and other governmental departments also pro-
duce job descriptions for occupations within their jurisdiction. These'occupations may
have Many elements in common with occupations in other employment set4gs, and thus

4.. serve as useful starting points forconstructing task statements. Similarly, grany
nesses prepare job descriptions for use in curriculum development or for-the validation
of employment tests. The availability or usefulness of thesesources would need to be
explored on an individual basis.

,
"--Sotirces of general descriptions of numerous occupations. Certain reference sources contain

general descriptions for a wide array of occuRations.' These geseriptions can often provide useful
,. overviews of an occupation or area, and suggest key issues afound which task statements may be

developed. As in any published description of,a job, the material may be somewhat dated or lacking
in representation of .the intended scope of a study. Caution needs tole exercised in its use. It can
server however, to construct initial listings which late; can be validated by new occupational survey
information. Useful sources of these general descriptions of occupations are the following publica-
tions, most o which are periodically updated:

I

-

,
Contact: Sujitrintendent of Documents (or) GPO Bookgares

J.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

00' . Dictionary of 0
ed.).

.

. Produced by+ U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Bureau
of EmplOY nt Security, U.I1Employment Service, Office of Manpower,
Arialysis tilization. ..,'

..171 c . .

Illo Task Akfaial thvedotiqs. A Method for Collecting Job Information. (USGPO
Stocktslo!, 163r

, .
0 14

Irodu' ce) by U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, U.S.
Employment Service, Division of Occupational Analysis, 1973. (Based on

.. research of the Job Information Matrix System directed by D.. Yoder and
C. HiStonel

,/ r

I Titles, 1965. Volume I: Definitiberof Titles (3rd

1

Qwupati tlook Handbook. 1976-77 Edition (BLS Bulletin 1875). (US
C1.0 Stock No.029-001 01406-6)

ti
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Produced by U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Divi-
sion of Manpoker and Occupational Outlook. to obtainable from BLS r
Regional Offices and on mlrofiche from National echnical Information 4.,
Service, Springfield, VA, 22161.

Contact: Chronicle Guidance Publication, Inc.
Moravia, NY 13118

10 Occupational Library.

Contact: Education Specialists
Navy Recruiting Command's District Offices'

O Work in the Navy A° Description of Navy Officer and Enlisted Occupations,

Authored for the Office of Naval Research by M. N. McDermott, B. Para-
more, and W. T. Callahan of Operations Research, Inc., June 1975.

Contact: Armed Forces.Vocational Testing Group/RDX
Universal City, TX 78148

*0 Military-Civilian Occupational Source Book.
r.

M.

Illustrates the commonality betweenmilitary and civilian occupations; first
edition published July 1975 for the U.S. Department of Defense.

Contact: Educational CoOndinators or Administrative Officers
Army Recruiting Command's District Offices

U.S. Army Career and Education Guide;

Information Center.

Bdth of these sources are pa t of the 1975 EducagPackage of career
counseling materials for use by educational staff, students, and parents.

Contact: Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 E. Erie Street
Chicaggel I_ 60611

11* Occupational Bile&

Contact: Doubleday and Company, I
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

"If The Encyclopedia of Careers antrVocational Guidance.

Contact: The Institute for Research
610 S. Federal Street, 7th Floor
Chicago, I L 60605

V
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STEP 3:
INITIAL LISTING

PO. Careen Reseirch Monographs.

Contait: Finney Company
3350 Gorham Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55426

Occupational Guidance Units.

Many of these documents should be available for reference in the Guidance and Counseling
Office or the Career Information Center of local high schools, community Colleges, area vocational
schools, and sepondary technical institutes and colleges.

`STEP CONSTRUCT INITIAL
L STIN 0 SKS

of in ial task inventory. As noted in e
be possible e dent largely on the scope of the occupation, area, or function
rhation is to be sought.

ements that may
hich infor-

Usually there will be about 100 to 300 tasks for a single prescribed occupation, possibly more
for-jobs characterized by a high number of nonroutine activities. For.4closely knit cluster of related
occupations, the listing generally consists of from 300 to 500 tasks. A single function cutting across
several occupations might contain 20 to 100 tasks. These are general averages. Forlane occupations
as many as 1600 tasks have been identified. However, when task inventories are constructed using
less than 200 task statements for an occupational area, the statements likely may be so general that
they will yield little information about the specifics of each occupation.

For use in making curriculum decisions, the number of tasks is less important than the quality
and comprehensiveness of their statements. Useful task data cannot be obtained in occupational sur-
veys if tasks are poorly stated or omitted.

This concern for number of statements differs when the task listing is to be used only for the
identification ofcluttits of job types within anOccupational area, or for other such job descriRtion
purposes. The general recommendation-for these nontraining purgoses is to limit the number of
tasks for an occupational area to less than 600 statements.

The inventory of tasks and related occupations, should be designed to coverall levels of a par-
ticular career or promotion ladder, to assure coverage of work that may be shifting its pattern of
relevance to parttoular jobs and levels of assignment. In some instances, say where there is a large'
cluster of supervisory activities, it- maybe best to develop separate listings, one for the superVisory
jobs and one for the technicians and other skilled workers.

In any case, tPe maximum length of task listings in a survey questionnaire is roughly determined
by the number of statements that employees in the occupations can be expected to respond to on a
voluntary basis. Ideally, any one worker shouldn't be expectecto spend over two hours completing
an occupational survey questionnaire. However, highly reliable group responses have been obtained
for questions on the job relevance of tasks where the average individual response time for question-
naires was over three hodrs.
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. t
The key determiner is not how long it takes tp complete a questionnaire, bUt what length is

necessary.to obtain the information required for the typesql analyses that must4,e performed and
conclusions to be made. Techniques are described in Volume 4 for modifying tlik questionnaire .

administration to shorten the time it takes any one respondent to complete a particular question- -
naice form. -

The initial listing of tasks,can be consolidated for an entire.occupational area, or list61:1 separately
.for each identifiable occupation. Before using them in occupational-survey questionnaires, however,
task lists for separate occupations are to be combined into a,single list for the entire occupational
scope (defined in Step 1) to be covered by one survey. Thus, thefeneed be no special concern at -

this early stage for grouping tasks separately. for each occupation when scanning the written sources
for likely tasks. Where there are tasks that overlap occupations these will be consolidated in the
final list' Of potential tasks, thus helping to shorten the questionnaires when two or more occupations e
or career ladderi are to be surveyed with a single task inventory.

ft will be noted that several adjectives are being used here to identify,task lists: initial listing
and final list of potential tasks. These terms, initial and potential, are merely a convenient means
for differentiating various points of development of the task lists. Initial listings are-produced in
Step 3.7-After reviews, editing,-and pilot testing (Steps 4, 5, and 6), the resultant product is a list of
potential tasks foruse in occupational surveys. Upon completion of the occupational surveys, a
third listing may be reported in Step 21. This would be the listing of validated" tasks for an occupa-
tion.

1
Grouping tasks to help organize initial lists. While a more rigorous grouping of tasks will be tlfr

tablished in the review and editing processes ps 4 and 5, it may be helpful at-this early stage
to organize tasks under logical duty groupin' t reflect different functions and responsibilities.
Quite often these duty headings will be sus by headings from organizational charts and cur-
riculie guides. At this stage of tile process their labels can be arbitrary, though if more rigorous
definitions of duties can be developed prior to Step 4, it certainly would be helpful to do so. Often,
however,at this initial listing stage the proper duties may nothe fully known for the full scope of
an occupational area.

. #

. A duty essentially implies-a relatively large segment of work activities fi4t are related in some
manner.

Such groupings may be based on subiystems of the equipment that is wof ked.on., For example,
automotive maintenance tasks may be listed under such duty groupings as wines, power trains,
electrical systems, automatic transmissions, fuel systems, cooling syste steering units, brake sys-

,,,fer'terns, front ends, air conditioning, and heaters. Additionally, there =mod be a zeed for groupings ,

based on more functional duties, such as lubrication and general intenance, Maintenance control
functions, on-the-job training activities, inspections, customer service, organizational planning.

For an entire occupational area, such as secretarial science, it might be helpful at this early
stage to list tasks under headings of known or suspected specialty job assignments such as steno-
graphic activities, bookkeeping and accounting activities, editing, receptionist activities, clerical
livities, library services, and mail distributionoctivities. These will,need revision in Step 3, but duties
based on job types can beuseful in early development of task listi.

There also may be a need for more funCtional responsibility groupings such as planning, super-
vising, coordinating, training, insiOcting. Where supervisory activitieswithin a complex occupational
area are many, it can be helpful to group the supervisory tasks according to the type of worker or

52
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' function that is supervised. Thus, for the area of business data Sprocessirfg, there could be such "duties
.----- asippervisinfdata services functions, supervising ADP equipment operations, supervising program-

. _ ming functions, and supervising dat4systems analysis and design.

.."; * '
,

-.

%
Within a duty grouping of tasks, the individual tasks ar=e most commonly listed in alphabetical It

'dicks_ Other otdgring systems may be devised: as.desired, to aid in the organization of statements
so that: it can readlfy b etermined whether a particular task (or a very similar appearing one) Was
already listed when a vi k activity is identified in one of the.written sources. The alpilabetical list-,

0, ingottasks tends to p tasks where the worker action is sithilar. For instance, all checking tasks
. for an equipment subsysti would be located near each other. So, too, would all adjusting tasks,
*This will make it easier fc7reviewers in Step 4 to note tasks which are so similar that thy can bet
combined into a single statement, and to identify any that are missing and should be added to the
list. AK. """-, ..

Tasks might recorded on index cards to facilitate grouping. A sort boars( could then-be,used
. 1Pb

as an aid in groupin the tasks, though a flat surface such iii a table or desk would do.

: Using task lists already prepared by others. In those instances where a listing-of taskt is avail-
able from the work of others, for economy of effort and cost there is a need tolicamine the useful-
ness of those tasks kip a particular occupational study. Ideally, they should:-

. 1. Pertain directly to one of the occupations of interest within -the intended scope of interest,

2. Be of recent origin and verified'as relevant to the occupation,

3. Represent the entire occupation, not just the more critical tasks,

4. Be briefly and clearly stated in a manner consistent with the guidelines given above on
Understanding the Nature of Task Statements.

Available lists that meet these requirements can be used directly in the-initial listing-of tasks, serving
.as a highly econqmical alternative to full performance of Steps '2 and 3. ,.

. .. . %

More likely; however, previous listings will not be directly applicable. They nevertheless.can
serve as a starting point for detecting changes needed and additions to a previous listing. Often,-with
a little obvious editing, they-can'illustrate to people knowledgeable about an occupation what kinds

:I..
of work activity statements are desired. As such they become a useful stimulus in Step 4 to enable
reviewers, to recall the tasks of the occupation. ,i-

In compiling tasks from written sources there are a number of cautions that need to be exer-
cised. West (1973), in a study of bookkeeping activities in relation to high sctfool curriculums in
bocikkeeping, found problems such as these:

1. Textbooks may tend to be unduly encyclopedic, and contain very rare acceuntipg
matters (producing a large number of unnecessary and marginally, relevant task
statements).

2. Published sources may contain the correct, classical terminology of the field;
"whereas on-the-job terminology is often loose and has meanings at variance
with the technically correct.ones" (p. 1814.4
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1. Frequent identification iti written sources of-bookktping tivkies based on manual

record stems, "substantially falling-to capture the gross angel in job duties occasioned ,
1

. , Ilby co u aization" (p, 181). These.differende can be esker/ by jOb use'of the same'
.. "term to describe-quite different work activitieand ornpanying learning requiPeenents.

....' -- . .,

15.' I 4, Specializition of jai*, functiorfs iTlarge empliment settings, as cornparettio broader job
performance in smaller-employinifirmk with an accompanying phenomena that-rcfMr-N..........t leYel emploteesindenle.firms are assighed work having lithe resemblance to -the content

.. of trad iticipal cufriculuros 1 .- :
,

: ,
t-.' .

. .,,,,,

7
Such problews Create a real pressdre upda,,tne-teuiew process of Step 4 to pr . e statements
which reflect actual job requirements within all opects of the scope,of interest defin in Step 1.

_ . , 4 a .. , ,
The Listing of previous tads mj/

,
t of an i

relevant to an occupation or area) finis Will ur wh
already verified by your agekty ag

plational su ey is to by repeated,
. to update the-task information anilingtetrAerids since pre urveys. Jn this instance ther is ne *

# addjtiorliPtypeofjnformation that rky ge of use taskStatetpents written in by responder o a
\ i _ previous survey. cThese.pcowide usefyTelues to possible nivo and emerging tasks,that are in the pro-
', cess of bedorning relevantto an occupation. This ione means of keeping a task inventory a current

-

. , and dynamii listing of p-Otentially relevarit Work4ctivities: Each 'repeateditirve'y helps to update
I . and make more comprehensivilneful) dedcriptionig OcCupational pe ormance. .

4 . 4 . S

, . #

0

40 Use iaprior ocCu. national° urveys also will provide_information on e extent to which each
-, I is.tecitasicis performed. iubsequent use of shete validated listings can eliminate those tasks found

' not to be a meaningful part of the job, such as when less, 10% of the workers in an occupation
ilto a particular task.. .. ,40

A. sift .. ., ,-. . '
'\,:

.
,

, 7

. Cautionshould be exerqjsed, how-ever, in deleting tasks that receivedlittle4hdicatian of their
. perforrr;anse. At leas'i two situations. could have.caused a low indication of occurrence on a prior

survey. First, the task may have been a very new one, base4ron new tecf)nology which was.just en-
. tering the accogation at the time of the earlier survey. A resurvey would most certainly want to

. .,4 include such tasks, and pithaps even expand upon them during the Step +Interviews. Secondly,
some tasks be performed by firimvorigers in an'ocqubationr yet they are nflrformed only by-r-s
workers wi at occegton. or job description:purposes such-job-unique tasks should be listed,

.'"However, for making d s about the content of preemployment trainingoasks of low occurrence

...

Aend`not to be oifAning ooncesp and crfen may reasOnablybe ortiitted from ti. listing. 'Thus,
*tether to.indr w occurrioe tasks irj an inventory depends upon the purpose for which an oc-
cupational survey is to be concluded. . , -

. .. .` - -., p .
, ,,16, .

In g faskrom a prior survey in your own agency, do- not change the wording of a task,,i
6 . 'Stateme you-wantrtd compareproonses between the two surveys.- .., , A 4, .. '

ir

STER,4: CiBTAIN, REVIEWS-
OF INITIALTASKS .

0 410
I I'

I ..- :
. ' ' .1" rolioviong the compiling of initial lists of tasks from written sources there is a need to inter-

-view knowledgeable persons/to refine and revi e listing prior to its use. Reviewers should exam-
. ine the list for completthesseclarity, and undp starlability. The purpose o reviews is to

.

missing task' stateles,.delete Obviously irreJeveM tasks, improve the wo ing of vague or length
,

0)

t")
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STEP 4:
REVIEWS

,

task statements,"identify Ippropriate duty categories under which tasks are to be grouped in the
"'final listing; of potential talks, and (if more than onevccupation is to beisurveyed fpr aroccuPa-

tonal area) combine comparable statements from separate lists grepare'd for individual occupations.

General guidelinerfor selecting reviewers. 'Reviewers should be- selected for their current know
.1 / 140410/.., . 4 , ,,. ,

.

edge and practical experienc4 in the occupation of concern unctions within .anottup.i-
ttopal area: In most instances they will pe Workers erpploye= the occupation and/or...immediate qi""i A

.,,

supetvisorsof such workers. Asa, roup they need to repr recent experlence.Withall the situa- . -
.. tions and contingencies defined in Step 1 as part of the Occupational scope of intereit..At a minimum ,.

it is advisable to obtain.oneworker or oneoupervisor for each odcupation within the scope ot'a diy: .

area is usually desirable ashon
tined occupational ateeptinitti. Aswervisor that directly supervises several job typeAithin the

he'reviewers. . -, , I _
o . ,-: Al II', -
One must be flexibre in !electing inforrnarts t i

i
ei-view. It is no t possilile to.knowea4 the out-

' set which reviewers will give the Most useful and c de 1- information, nor precisely hOW many ip-
tervielksimill be,warranted. 'f rorrf three to eight irite- : sure adequate for m9st inveritbries of a
larroWly definid occupational area, Howiver, as a r and to the extent practicable; the more inter- .

'views, the better. Conclude the reviews when it is believed tha,t,,,the preliminary form is wel structured
and essentially comtilete., . : i, ..... .

1;, .
It is"usually desirable to intervieo Persons from sever4ifferent kinds of businesses and indus-

tries, toeobtaip a broad representation offthealnployment lfftings in)vhich arroacupation occurs.
This, also avoids getting only the organizational struciture and work breakdowp Of a singleetype.of.es-'
tablahment. There can be a very significant4iffereike iet tile °mations °fiery large as corhoared to
very small shops or offices. Again, reference must be made to thescope defined ifttep 1, to assure ,

Oeviews cover the entire ange of intended situations, conditions, and contingencies.. Where the in- :
tended training program to be specialized for a particular we of industry or busigims enterprise,
the scope of representation should be restrtcted-accOrclirAr. Ci 14,- . . ,.

.

To obtai9 inforimation abglit new trends in an oceupation, it will.be necessary trrfld a ple i
knowledgeable about what tasks are new and will occur with increasing frequertcy among .
lnvery metropolitan area 0,E ir4dustry there areIndividualts'aware of changing work pattern
new technology bei introduced. Interviews with such individuals, Possibly by phori, can intro- 'r

duce j gEreitsing nt tasks into anliacupaticgaklistingwhereal local employees may not yet be- ..
. .fullyare that work will become a significant part of their jobi As examples, tasks dealing

with electroriic ignitIons are increasingly relevant for auto.mechanics, as is.11111 operation of new Wora
vprocessir4 systems f6r secretaries. '. .

4
. ..i r.

es of.tiplKiduals likely to be knowledgeable of such cudent trends can often be found;
. ,

local or national tieadquar ers of professional associations, labor uhions;industrial or, usiness
trade associations,-as well as vendors, craft or vocational advisory comnilttees,-and instru ots in ac- #

- aped training institutions. If thesi persons are not therriselves'knowledgeabl sOcific tasks A
involveitthly:ofterr can provitileadseto person who are. Job'analysts of the U.S. partment of
Labor's'asCcutiational Analysis ield Centers and of state employment security services rixy also bey
a good source of information abut changing featios of occupations; as may be Apprent7 'Ti Com-
mit/cies torripkoseti of management and latcr personnel, and training directors iri industries invo
,,llib . . . . ;

Special considerations for neinf arlemerging occupations. A special selectioh problem occurs

_
tryittg tr) list the tasks of new or emerging-odupations,where experienced workers and supee-

ay be few or save at-verY limited vie the kcupational changes that are occurring. Thy'
is articUlarly critical bec e for jus uch jobs, where workaperformande information it

.
untartain, that,new curriculum co ten or job descriptions often are sought. ,.
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The tWo Most obvious problem situa ions are (a) the deliberate creation of new job types, with

ks taken and restructured from older e sting occupations; and (b) the emergence of a major new
.. .. nology or equipment system for which no directly irelated occUpaton exists. Historical exem-

pt abound of new techhology creating new occupatig9s-In uch-fields as electronics, data processing,

.- solar en ergy,transportatibn, comminiteitiOns, and chemica/ engineering. ,
' ' 0 .0. 6

By the time that training programs are' expected to be developed to preParf many workers for
R

.f a-major oy technology, these typically will havebeen an interim of time in which the producing iora.
rdustry ties acquired some work and ttaiping experience in that area. -Individuals to serveasinformant

i , sources cart. ually be found among the technology develoPeis or ,equipment designers, factory tech-
.

". nicia s or service repairmen, systems analysts, company traidirig personnel, and early grotps making
use he-new technology or equipment system. These sources w. I e
btcompiled, though such lists may need considerable revision later
familiarity wit'h the new occupation:, - _ -
. . ., ,

, It is also likely" that at least some pokionfr of the work have counter-part
ocOpaticins which can serve as a source of a portion of a task list. For insta-

- or the Ilse of particular tools and devices may be components ofvlder jobs.
. as appropriate and, with minorliodificatien to fit the new job context will-anticipate some tasks that

are'l ikel y to be-relevant.-, .... ° * .* '..
.

. -- Where a job is being created almost entirely out of older existing occupations ..such as has been
-happeriing ir paraprofessional and 'technician accupitimsthe oldfir jobs prOvide the source of

, , .
most tagcs be listed. 'For exar,nple, the tasks of dental auxiliaries are created out of the tasks ofI .
dentindand of-occupations in the fields of business and office-management, patient care, and dental '
lal5Oratdry work. Such new jobs evolve partly as a function of how each employer sees fit to use

)factithem. In the dental assistinqjoblype. Terry (1973) found that two different specialty jolts were ini . ,
emerging, tdentistekelifictually were utilizing their semis in different ways; and that both of

these dentalass tingspeCialty jabs were more related to a third job involving dental hygiene, than
they were to each- other. Such evolving interrelationships can have substantial impact on curricular
dedisionsabout what differenytrainingprograms are needed and what should NON content of each.

s Workeri gain expert nce and
Le an initial listItasks to

iyariety of existing
rtain operations
can be sought out

. , , , ,. ....r. li.
. i In these newly emerging and eyorvihg occupations it will be necessery to seek more than the

, norm& 9utnber,o1 reviewerf, to assure coverage of various perfdrmance situations., A4,clitionally,
.. it becdffies much niorg difficult fb resolve conflicting suggestions from different reviewers, since eacb

. may be experienced with'an opposing vievof the occupation as it is evolving. It generally will be. necessary to retain every task that is suggested by a renewer, even if other reviewers declare it to be
irrelevant to the occupation. ry. Subsequent sueyclata .(per Volumelr will provide the representative

.
.

information base ed eitablish how reloyanfis each task.
.

'(

1.

The reviewers, to be knowledgeable of tasks' comprising such an occupation, may need to in- .

elude other than workers and immediate supervisor's. Likely sources include: °

4 In some occupational fields (such as medicine and engineering) committeesof professional
associations serve as knowledgeable proponentiof changes irroccupational strditures.

I W W s inthe older tablishedjohs, out of Which tasks Jot an emerging occupation aft
. .

b g extracted, can plovide much task specificity of possible work activities. Thesd work-
and'their supervisors,,niay be able-to speculate abouithequestion of "What tasksson

be handled by the new type of worker?" Similarly, they may be able to break down some
of the older tasks into component subtasks Which might serve as units of meaningful work. , ,
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,

activity' for persons of lesser overall capkity,,If su h-is the intended caliber of workers
for the emerging occupation. e

9 .'

i' Employers and supervisors of the new Isinti, of worliar should be able-to communicate
their intentions of how they will utilizethis occupation, Thisgroup canAlso indicate
which activities cannot be. assumed by the pew Workers because of governmental licensing
constxAints, labor contract limitationi, prOessional codes of ethics, or governmental laws

, arid regulations. .
_

v
.

, - - . .
., .. i°

4 ' . , .

Os. Cornmunity resource people-I:toying aft active concern for ine area or,for theiype 'of per-
son for which the new occujiationis,suited;Mayprovideusefulleaas to potential work ,

, activit . 7 --Th .

.- 1..'* -` , ,e
,/

el
General consideratiots for the reyietv prOceis: Jr1 mbst cases it should be possi p? find kpowl-

edtjeable revieWers whckare willing to take a few hburi to go over, aoinitial listing tasks, and to sug-
, gest additions and modifications. However, if furigli A available it may prov,ew hwhire to pay 1

, ,,- , -,-, ii .,,the reviewers for to compensate the employer itsotripany isused) a n inal fee to insure their
.,,,

lull attention to the review. Generally, sech a fee-paid ' 0144 to greater thah-the re-,i II

_we es ciurrent hourly wage. Contact with.a ManalimenPresentatite ID! the employing agency

sired of their employees.
Nis encOuraged in all inst'ances, td securebooberation andto keep of what is de-

- , .. ,

. . -
# , N.:.

,,,

,
Persoillidentification data shouldbe obtained for each reviewer.'i/lihis ini6Fmation usually'

a .- -.. .

should inc4de name, job title, organizatlon, and addre of aro, er and his supervisor. A leder.
of appreciation should subsequently be sent to each arti park wjth a copy to the'cooperatind super-

^

) --... visor: |t is also useful to obtain the telephone nu (34ch reViewer, as well as notes-on the scope
of his work experience, for later use inStep 5 as-s ing information needs to be resolvied.

. ,=,

---ffefore beginning a review of the initial task listing, urpose and uses of the eventual task
inventory should be explained to the reviewer. The reviewer s clearly Understand how the
tasks are to Ve stated and how specific they are to be. k may, be ry to stress the fact that the
listing is not a test and that knowledge items shOutd not be included, .

The interviewer should not pttempt to secure perjectly polished task statements in the inter-
views, but should accurately record the main substanie of new statements and revisions in a form,
that can ne.edited later. The reviewers should ndt be considered experts on how to write task stap,
mcnts, but should be used to review the substantive content of the tasks initially listed.

N

Forming the final duty categories., the first few reviewers used should In asked particulaily to ,

help in structuring angl stating the duty categories under which' the tasks should be organized for the
,. final listing. After scanning the tentative duty Categories-and tasks contained in the initial, list, and,

possibly suggesting sortie additiOnal actillities, the revfewer should then be asked to concentrate on , .
the duty categories themselves. They should be examined one_by one for relevance, accuracy, and
usefulness as organizers of task statements. After settling upon a set of duties, each task of the initial -

listing is to be placed under its most relevant duty category. A few reviewers shbulgl be able to do this,
readily. As new tasks are notedthey can be categorized at that time, or,later in final editing.

. . , . , ,,,,
, i ., .

_
Whereas the initial grouping of":4ks iritedu,ty'6tegories (StepIlliiivey be tentative and

ar itrary, there are some definite coiisidgrationspVauty stateThen4s-eivi in subse uent listings. "It
4. .

.e. .,
. .. . .
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DEFINITION QF A DUTY .

./
Duties are functional divisions of a jobjor of an occupational area)
into categories of related tasks for descriptive purposes. They'le-
'esaut relatively large segmentsqt v.ork- performed. The relation -.
ship among'tasks within a single duty typically is based upon a
'commonality of (a) types of action, e(b) systems or subsystems of
objects acted upon, (c) areas of respqnsibilityAd) location'or time
of performance, (e) work goals, or 4f1 .types Of technical-knowledge .
subject matter thaf is of practical use in performance of thet.)sks.

a

groupeddutNt statement-is p label reflecting the types of tasks grouped under a particular divisibn
r occupational area.. Typically there arethree somewhatdifferent forms of duty state-

.
le ktion words ending in "ing", to reflect-a general function, or area Of responsibility.
,example, organizing, planning, implementing, training, inspecting, coordinating, eval'-

rforming, operating, maintaining, troubleshoofing,repairing, removing, replaCing,

sting, tailing. Someti the-word "activities" isadded to the action word, such- '
aining activities." SOnieti double action words age used to more fullytescribe a

duty. ea, such as "organizing and anning activities" or "removing and replacing activ-

I

.

:t

4

le

.

Et Ingle action words and their associated objects, reflecting cl
acted upon. For example:

.

Repairing transmissions
Maintaining files
Coordinating data services functions
Perform ii feasibility studies
Designing data systems
Programming computers
Repairing electrilal systems

*
of things or systems

4

\-( .

ti

CI Classes of things or systerns acted upon, without specifying the class of actions to be taken.

For example:

:Engine overhaul activities
Electrical system activities
Cooling em activities.
Scienti programming activities

iv" Dictatio ;related activities
'4.. Clerical ac es

Mail and dis ution activities

. ,
There is no single correct type of label, but there are types of labelswhich should b'eavoided.,

. Duty statements should not reflect or imply a type of job within thebccupat lona/ areavloi- a job

'specialty withih one occupation. RespiAcients on occupational survey questionnaires sometimes,,
..4,t - 4 ., ,

. - .
.

4 .11

Os.

.
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STEP 4:
REVIEWS

skip ever entire duty sectioir Without reading the task statements if the duty label represents a
job Other an their own. Sincetasks are organized under duties one very subjective basis, there
is a M that skipping over, a duty section,will causirelevant tasks to be omitted from the pricy

-responses providing potentially.misleading ;task data. An example might be the task of.,"Establish
work pr ties"1.vhichatlisst glance would seem. to be grouped under a duty labeled."supervising
activities." Yet many secretaries perform the task daily, to assure the timely actcomplishment of
critical typi assignments. If the secretaries answering a survey felt they were not supervisors, they
could easily o erlook that relihnt task. .

'The term "supervising" should never be used as an action word, either in a duty min a task
.

statement. Examples of improper duty labels reflecting particular jobs are given below, along with
ROssable substitute duty statements that serve to mask any-job-specific identification:

. FAULYY

Supervising Activities frnplies work
done only by a supervisor.)

'I Stenographic Activities (implies
Mirk dohe ly by a sten9grapher)

Receptionist vities

)
,. Mail Room'Acfivities

POSSIBLE ALTERIVATJVES

Orgariizing and Plarining,Activities
.4Maintenance Cantiol

Implementing Activities
Employee Training Activities

Dictation-Related Activitiess .

Public Contact Activitie\
_ -

a

Mail and DiStribution Activities
. -

_
a . ,,--

.- . i
Duty categories are iotended to incl a relatively large segment of work, relgarded by wbIkers

as "natural" divisions of work functibns OFindividuals. Workers ih a particular occupatiOn or area.
may perform a number of related tasks which can logically be grouped togetherIf few tasks (say
less than 10) are foUnd for a particular duty category, related duties may be combined to form a
single larrricategory, with 'a composite -label reflecting both categories of wotic. . r

. .
, .

. ti

Duty catajories based on proposed standard sets of actiO verbs haVe been'created In the a't'
for,particular occupational areas, but their merit has not bein established for tasic inventory turyey
purposes. Thkore mentioned here ,only for possible experimental use,,particUlaily!for grouping
skills that *ay enhance transfer of training to others within the gFoup. Orie diflicultY in their'use is
the more rigorous requirertst that tasks be placed in one correct category. Classifying tasks reliably;'
is,very difficult, particularly if the persons judging the classification are somewhat unfamiliar with
either the fob tasks ter thiefinitions of each standard verb- / y' .. ' P,

t ' I : 4. -7 ' 1:
One source of 26 standard verb listings are the Worker- Function Scales for actionwpon data,

. ..
, r.-

people, or things. These scales were described by Fine and Wiley (1971) and forrned'on0 basis oil` .0 .._.
the Department of Labor's occupational classifications in the 1965 edition of the Dictionary Of Oc-
cupational Titles. Stone and Yoder 11970) define a standard list of 87 hierarchically structured data-
oriented activity verbs and 69 people-oriented activity verbs. :Another set of 23 verbs was' proposed
by Miller (1971) for use in stating what a work system is supposed to do in terms of a chain of

4'

func-
tions ... N !tions between system input and system output. I. .

,
, 40

,
.t a

With respect to the 'occbpational survey approach described herein, the concern for classifyiiig ,'
th type of behavior involved in a task is reserved for later steps in curriculum development; after '.

it has been. established which tasks are job-relevant and important for training copsideration. Tliat

59 .
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T

stage is be the scope of the procedures in this manual. Volume 1 and 4 briefly discuss the uses
.

of selected perfoirance content as the focus of later, more-detailed task analysis efforts.

ts. After the labeling of duty categories has Non aecoin-
ped, subsequent reviewers should be.given a dopy of the listing

ith duties most central to an occupatioqs the person conductinl
each .task statement aloud and ask leading questiont about the par; IN

,*viewing tlie initial task
plished and tasks appropriately gr
for their examination. in in
the interview should in turn
ticular task. Pursue this probin by use of such questions as:

4 . Is th4 task statement Clear? Will all workers in the occupation and: their supervisors un-
derstand what this means? Is it clear what type of work activity it represented by the
statement? Can it betatedeffectively in a briefer manner?

. Is this task towed party entirely by,another statement in the list?

Does this task fit better under nother duty?. , , .
4. . To yoUr knowledge, is this task perr4med by any workers in the occupation? In the
- occupational area?.

, . , .
. ,

.4.....--, . . _-.-1
...--

S.' Is the work statement,sufficjently broad or inclutive ofsevera)-actikities that it should be
broken up into statemeratof several tasks?

.
6. Are there significantly different ways of performing the task, such that different skills are

required?

Such questions are not intended to be leading; they should not 6bScure infOrmation dr inter-
ject interviewer bias: According to the study raiprted,by Mayo (1969), their chief purpose is merh-
ory stimulation. They merely aU the reviewerilr expand on the description of work performed.

Semantic problems should be clarified during.these interviews. Particularly be ;141tto indica-
tions that a4tatement of a task may have different meanings for different workers. o example, as
noted by Mayo (1969), the statement ''Monitor workloads of Shoe personnel" may be interpreted to
mean "Make work assignments," "Prepare daily work assignments," or even "Edit time cards of shop
personnel."

In rriost instances, all tasks under a duty
o heading should be covered before going on to

the next duty. Question the reviewer for any
other tasks that should be listed under that
duty.

Prdbing for additional tasks. If the duty
is one of maintaining a major piece of equip-
ment, it sometimes can be helpful to identify
each component of that equipment and sys-

Aematically ask whether each component is
diagnosed, removed, repaired, inspected,
cleaned, adjusted, assembled, or serviced.
Construction of a matrix of actions and com-
ponents, such as illustrated in figure 3, can be .

helpful for largicomplex equipment systems,
to allure comprehensive coverage of all pos-
sible tasks.

Ammo

sombl

Soma

Other

Equipment or Stetars Caponms

b c 4 f

e

'r 0%0tteete'e . e .

Y r
f., f .

. ,

. .. f
,e\ .

Fiainea. Format of matrix of actions and components.

eo
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If the ditty involves the complex operation of a machine, or the intricate pissing of data

and information, it may be necessary to prepare a flow diagram of the tasks in a typical job cycle.
"A job cycle's a sequence of activities.frogn son* starting condition tsthe return of that starting
condition" (Miller, 1962, p. 53). Miller cites the operation of an airplane and a typist working on
a draft manuscript (possibly involving several stages, of revision) as examples of job functrulos in
Which there can be a-cycle of task activities. The flow diagram would show the sequence of task
activities performed throughout the cytle. It is also possible to portray additionekaskj that1nay
have to be performed at about the same time as the primary tasks of the cycle.: The flow diagram
provides one means of assuring completeness of. -task identification, and alsp may be useful for pos-

-sible later more detailed analyses of the task*. For the purpose of task identification'it isnot neces-
sary to include actual time units on thepasetine of the flow diagram, but merely use a sequential

Awlck diagram form as illustrated in figure 4, to show the tasks involved.

figure 4. Format of flow diagram of tasks in a jOb cycle.

Another interviewing aid, especially for nonroutine or nonrepetitive areas of reaOonsibility, is
to probe for three gerfecel types of tasks within a duty category. These serve to gather information
or to make determinations, or operate to coferil a wqf.k situation. That is, the three types represent ,

a cycle of (a) finding out about something, (b) using that information to make a decision about the
state of affairs and choosing a course of action, and (c)tioing something about the sitqatiori to cor-
rect, modify, orinfluence as necessary. ,14

sr

Information-gathering tasks are performed primarily to obtain informatiorigottsome
w

,.

1:-_)

,. .

jot- relevant situation or the degree to which progress is made in the att ofn me
job goal or standard. Typical action verbs might be such terms as:

$ ..
Analyze Count Measure
Ascertain Diagnose Observe ,

Audit Gather Obtain
Calculate Identify , Proof
Check Inspect Receive ..,

Compile .. IntervieW _Review. .0,
Compute Inventory Verify
Confer Locate Weigh

Determinations are tasks 'performed in. which judgments primarily are made about the
existence, adeiteacy: or nature of deficiencies of some job situation ofttindition. Typical ,
action verbs might be such terms afr:

-.1c4b-
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I
Compare Esti ate Rate

Decide Eva

,
_ Test

Determine .. - ,
E] Controlling tasks areiperformed : t, maintain, operate; or report on some

.e...._

job situation or,con&tion. They ''' a.slaWdraffairs to provide rogress to-
ward the attainment of some job ndard-.-Typica action .verbs are v numerous,

including such terms as:

Address -Fit
Adjust ... Greet
Approve Grind

* Arrange Inform
Assign Install
Attach Instruct
Balance Load
Clean Log
Compose Lubricate
Counsel Notify
Deposit- . Open
Design Paint
Develpp Phones
Disassemble Plan
Distribute - Post
Draft Prepare
Edit Process

Endorse Rebuild
Establish Recommend
File. -Refer
,

'Remove
Repair

_ Replace_
Reprimand
Revise
Rewire
Rotate
Schedule
Select
Set
Sign
Solder
Sort

' Straighten
Sutm it
Transcribe
Type
Weld
Write

iGeheral statements of work activity commonly are given by people working in supPrvisory,
_managerial, and professional occup4tions. For these occupations it is typical to first elicit such

activitf statements as:

"I supervise my,,,work force."

"I monitor the,on-job training program."

"I advise clients on legal procedures."

, "1 assist salesmen in securing important accounts."

"I insure that proper safety precautioos are taken."

"I control the flowf work."

"I coordinate adtivitt with another department."

"I plan emergency procedures for. . .."

4

"I consult with the attorney."

62
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"I maintain back-up procedures for the operating system"'

"I maintain training records for office personnel."

"I serve on inspection teams."'

"I train personnel on new procedures."

"I evaluate work performance of each employee."

- "t lead inspection of conversion teams."

follOw.up on requisitions."

STEP51
EbIT1NG

CS

p;ocedures for the preparation of annual,re

"I prepare reports for, government agencigs."

, I _ .

Because of file ongoing nature of many such functions, and the typical -way many jobs are de-.
scri y incumbents at a very general level, it is often difficult to get -an interviewee to think in ,,,.

,,--
of work activity at a task level of specifility. nterview can gevbogged down if no tech- ,.. tar

. , arkis,used to break up general activity or goal-statements t O theircomponent tasks. Probing
,-:_-_--- A a each of the three types of tasks is one useful way bf accomplishing this. By del iberiely asking

about each type of task activity for an area.of resooniibility, the interviewer will find IF array of
tasks actually performed. If a task of information gathering or of determination is identified, then
-there must be at least one of each other type associated with it. '

ir

4 .

It should be realized in listingAtks of each type 'diet not all persons in the occupation will
do all al them, nor will any one persOre the same things every, time. Rather, these tasks indicate
pssible activities, from the experience and knowledge of the reviewers (and as indicated by written

ireference sources),. that are likely to occur in relation to an area or condition for which workers in
the occupation. are responsible:

STEP 5: EDIT TASKS FOR
USEIN SURVEYS

.

Final changes and organizing of tasks. When the Step 4 interviews are completed, assemble all
'Initial task lists used during the reviews. All revisions, new task statements, and comments of the re-
viewers should be copied from these sources into a single list.,

.

Final decisions to accept or reject the proposed changes should be made by the persons'who
constructed the I list of tasks and conducted the interviews with reviewers. Further consults-,
tion with a k geable person may

re
for some tasks, especially if nflicting revisions

or suggesti been given by the reviewers. Most of theie problems can be solved by reference
to a publish or by a tele one call to an authority in the field.3

e
. .

3A More formal rou or classifying farge quantities of interview information and of integrat-
.

ing revitw suggesti ye found in a report bMorsh and Archer 11967, pp.1:6-18).
I

4?
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Once these decisions have been made, all task statements,(especially new or revised ones) must

-be checked/to determine whether they are consistent in format. As a minimum, each statement
should have a single action verb and an object of that action (that is, the item acted upon). Only
when it is necessary for clarity should a ,modifier or qualifier be used. Refer tOthe section on Under-
standing the-NatUre of Task Statements for a complete review of appropriate task characteristics.

If the occupational survey is to en mpass several occupations, the task lists for each ciccupa-
tion need to be consolidated into one list the intended occupational area. in consolidating lists,
be careful not to)ose the 'meaningfulness of the task statements for each separate occupation (refer
t6 Problem Area No. 7 in the section on Understanding the-Nature of Task Statements for a com-. puterprogrammer example on differentiatingbetween similar jobs).

. , In terms of organizational format, all statementt falling under a duty should be arranged alpha-
betically by the first action word (for xamp.le,tAdapt, Build, Compose, ...). This tends to group
tasks representing a related series o ork variations, such is (a) tasks with differing purposes but
with a common type of action verb_ (b) differing methods for accomplishingpe same basic job
task. Such sequencing will help surve respondents dbtect missing tasks and help reduce the time
each spends completing the survey q estionnaire. Future modifications to listing are also easier
to make.

.

"Duties may be sequenced in any order that seems natural for the occupation or occupational
area. However, at least one duty central to a noniupervisory function shpUld be located as one of
the first two or three duties (unless, of course, only a supervisory occupation is covered by the list),
This serves to assura survey respondents, whether, they be workers or supervisors, which occupation
is beingsurveyed If too many tasks of a directing-planning-or§anizing nature are located first in a
survey questionnaire, some supervisors wilt-mistakenly begin rating their own jqb as supervisor. And
some workers will get the impression that the task listing-does not pertain to their job.

Duties that may be peripheral to the occupation should be interspersed throughout the-lists If
they are, all bunched at the end, there is some tendency for survey respondents to ignore them and

, .
omit task ratings. ,

A way' to check on the level of task specificity. If there is- uncertainty that activitrstatements
are sufficiently specific and not representing general levels of_work, it is possible to have a few people
rate each statement. This may be useful also as a learning device to use with persons\who are in-

experienced in stating tasks, to draw their attention to discrepant statements.

, Obt in at least five persons who are sufficiently knowledgeable of the occupation to understand
<

vsOiatievor is represented by the listed activity statements. Describe to them the intended level of
specificity, illustrating with statements that are too broad and general, toopecificand detailed, and

e that are stated at just about the right level of specificity for a task. These illustrations need not
from the same occupatioo.

/ Ask these persons to read each actwity
),.//statement carefully and to give it a raring from

1-to-7, with a rating of 4 being used for a
// proper task level of work activity. Their

ratings can be wet, n beside-each listed
tisk, andti:I.,17vmrn Id for aji46ters on
a separa sting. Gaut" "raters not to
use the hrgtrend of th teo-reflect !odd,

47-

Far too Task level Far ;Do
getieral specificity specific

1 2 3 4 5 \ 6 , 7
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. STEP 6:.
PILOT TESTING

.clear statements of tasks, with the low end being poor statements. This is to be a rating of specif- .

icity of the activity represented, not of the clarity of the statement. The "4" rating is the desired '
objective, not the "7."

WhenIfive raters are used, four Out of five should have rated an activity statement at a level of
3, 4, or 5. Any tasks hat fail to achieve this degree of agreement should then-be taggedrfor more
critical review. If additional reviewers can be obtained and Step 4 'repeated forthose
tagged activity statements.

If more than five raters are used, a propcirtionate degree of agreement can be used for ratings
of 3, 4,nd 5 on the scale. Activities stated at such a level of specificity provide information having
greater usefulness in later efforts (Volume 4) to select curriculum content, than do activities stated
at a level of 1 and 2.

:STEP 6: pILOTEST THE LIST
OF POTENTIAL TASKS -

Before putting the duty and task statements into final form for use in a printed occupational
survey questionnaire, it is a good idea to try them out. After a final thorough proofreading, the re-.
vised duty and task statemeniS are ready for tryout with a few workers the occupation or with
others who are representative of the types of persons to whom the occupational survey is to be ad-
ministered. A draft form of the task list will be equate for. this purpose.

The goal here is to obtain some firsthand feedback from job incumbents abOut the communi-
cability of the statements. To do this, the developer of the inventory should Iodate a few job in-
cumbentftvho are, hopefully, representative of the full range of incumbents who wilt eventually
answer-the questionnaire. Ask each one individually to rea h statement. These persons

/be asked to comment on any statement that appears 'ping. The specifid reason for the confu-
sion should be obtained, if possible, and sug revisions devised with their tiblp.

The respond be asked at this time to indicate whether he performs a given task,
but rather to indicate comprehension of the statement of each task. It is the clarsity of each state-
ment that is being pilot tested, not the adequacy of the statements to describe what that person
does.

Administration of these statements to several persons is likely to be.time-consuming, especially
if they find the statements difficult. Thus, it will probably be necessary to reimbutie them for their
time. The fee paid should be equal to or greater than their hourly wage.

.

This final list of tasks remains tentative until validated by data from 'occupational surveys,, as
described in Volume 3-of these procedures.

r
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